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Abstract: 
TheoremA of Chapter I states that a periodic flon on a 
riema.rmian manifold with each trajectory geodesic is equivalent to 
a circle action with the same orbits. Using a similar method of 
proof we obtain a theorem on pOintwise pen odic homeonorphisms of 
imnersed submanifolds. This generalises a result of N. Weaver. 
As an a'plication, we show that if M is a two-diInensional 
riemannian manifold with all closed geodesics then the ge.odesic 
loops of M are all of equal length. 
In Chapter II, our main ti-,eorem asserts that a folia.ted 
riemannian manifold which is foliated by totally geodesic comp~ct 
leaves has finite holonomy. This result has some application to 
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In this thesis we will be concerned with a manifold M 
foliated by compact leaves. The elucidation of the structure 
of such foliations is a difficult problem in general. For 
example, much is known when the foliation arises as the decom-
position of M by the orbits of some compact Lie group action 
(see, for example, (BR)) but not all folhtions by compact 
leaves have a regularity similar to such a model situation. Indeed, 
in the paper (E1) an analytic foliation of a non-compact manifold 
~ by circles is given for which there is no circle action on M 
with that orbit structure. However, this type ot' 'bad I foliation 
does not have finite holonomYj in fact, a foliation with fir~te 
holono~ possesses a high degree of structural regularity. In (E2) 
D.B.A. Epstein discusses this cvndition in detail; a version of his 
main theorem is reviewed here in Chapter II, Theorem 1.1 • 
For a manifold M foliated by compact leaves, it is not 
difficult to see that there is a saturated, 
of M such that the foliated manifold M 
o 
open dense subset Mo 
is the total space of 
a local~ trivial fibre bundle, with each fibre homeomorphic to a 
leaf of Mo. In general. if the foliated manifold M has finite 
holono~ then it is the total space of a V-bundle over some V-
manifold Q. Moreover, Corollary 1 of Chapter II asserts that 
a foliated riemannian manifold 11. foliated by totally geodesic 
:3 
compact leaves, not only has finite holonomy but is the total space 
of a V-bundle witll structure group a Lie group of isometries of a 
leaf. Conversely, a foliated manifold M \vith this V-bundle 
structure can be given a riemannian metric so that each leaf is tot-
ally geodesic in :M. (For precise statements, see Cbapter II .) 
In Chapter II, § 5 we briefly indicate how this result applies to 
isometric immersions of riemannian manifolds in spaoes of constant 
curvature. 
In Chapter I, we specialise our methods to the case of 
pointwise periodic flows on rna-~ifolds and hypersurfaces. In this 
manner, we reprove an old theorem 01' D. 1:Ontgomery (M) and 
generalise a result of N. ITeaver (1/) • Indeed, the idea behind 
the proofs of the theorems in both Chapters I and II is a mild 
extension of an argument due to Montgomery. A version of Thecrem 
A, Chapter I was presented pre~iously by the uuthor QDd appears in 
(WA) • In Chapter I, § 8 we give a simple ap;?licution of 
Theorem A to the class of rierramlian manifolds all of whose geodesics 
are closed. 
Finally, I should like to acknow!edge the patient supervision 
given me over the past three years by Professor D.B.A. Epstein. I 
am also grateful to the other mathematicians of the 1:B.thematics 
Institute wno taught me all I know about differential geometry. 
Thanks are due to the British COlmcil who supported me financially 
whilst in the United Kingdom. 
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0.1 Notation 
Let M be a differentiable manifold. We denote by TM 
the tangent bundle of M; and for x E: M we denote by Ty}Il the 
tangent space to M at x. If f : M - N is a differentiable 
mapping then f*: T;! - TrxN is the induced map on the tangent 
* space at x • T M denotes the cotangent bundle of 11. 
Generally, we use M to denote an n-dimensional manifold 
which may or may not be cOII!pact. All manifolds are assumed to be 
Hausdorff and completely separable j in particular, they are para-
compact. 
If f: X ... Y and g : Y - Z are mappings, then their 
composition is denoted by g 0 f : X- Z • 
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Chapter I 
Periodic Flows and Homeomorphisms 
1.0 Introduction 
The impettw for this chapter arose from a paper by David 
Epstein (E1) where smooth foliations of compact three-manifolds 
by circles were analysed. Essentially, he showed that all such 
foliations arise as a decomposition of the ~Anifold by the oroits 
of some smooth circle action. Crucial to the proof of this diffi-
cult result were the well-known theorem of D. Montgomery (M) and 
a recent theorem of N. Weaver (W) . The theorems presented in 
this chaptel' are generalisations of those results. 
A Cr flow (0 ~ r ~ 00 ) on a 
action fA: fR x M - 11 of the additive reals on M That is, 
for each x E 11 and s, t E lR we have JA (o,x) = x and 
~ (s+t,x) = res, I( t,x») • A point x E M is said to be periodic 
under I if the.re is some positive number A 
depends upon the point x) such that fA ( ).. ,x) 
(in general, A 
= x • For any set 
A eM, define the orbit of A under r J orb A , by 
orbA = l xE M x = F ( t ,a) f or any t E: IR , a E: A I 
Thus x is periodic if and only if orb t x J is compact; in which 
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case, the orbit of x is either the set t x I (x is then a 
fixed Eoint) or is homeomorphic to a circle. Moreover, if A 
is an open subset of M then orbA is open also. 
It will be convenient to define for every t E: /R the Or 
homeomorphism fAt: 11 - M by fJ't(x) = r( t,x) , x E: M. If 
the flow fA is at least 01 then the tangent vector field T can 
be defined as Tx = (d/dt)fAt(X)!t=o at x E: 11 
ative Lr 0( of an one-form 0( is defined by 
The Lie deriv-
The follm~ are the theorems to be proved. Montgocer<J's 
theorem (Theorem B) is included here because it can be obtained 
easily fron the proof of Theorem A and also because it is required 
in the second chapter. 
Theorem J... 
Let f': iR x 11 - M be a Or flow (2 ~ r ~ 00) withevery 
orbit a circle on a co~~ected Or manifold 11. Let the vector field 
T generate the flow fA . Then there is a Or action f: S1x M 
. -. M of the circle group S 1 with the same orbits as fA if and 
only if there exists a one-form 0<.. on M with (X(T) > 0 and 
T...J dD( :: 0 • 
(Where T -1 denotes contraction by T and dO( is the exterior 
deri va ti ve of 0<. .) 
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1.1 Remark: Define another vector field T' on 1I by 
T' = T/ 0( T) • Then T'.J dO( = 0 and 0<. (T') = 1 • It f 011 ems 
from the formula Lr"" = d(T'.J 0( ) + T'.J do( that the Lie deriv-
ative Lr'O< = 0 moreover, the flow f' ' genera ted by T' has 
the same orbits as fA • Thus the condition of the theorem implies 
the existence of some reparametrised flow fA' which preserves a 
transverse one-form 0( • 
1.2 Remark: Suppose P: 111 .... Q is a principal circle bundle and 
the orbits of fA are the fibres of P. Then the form ()( can 
be taken to be the connection form of some connection on tbe 
bundle P. 
1.3 Remark: For such flows the existence of such a one-fonn rx is 
equivalent to the existence of some riel~ian metric on M with 
respect to which the orbits of fA are geodesic in M (see § 3, 
Proposition 3.4). 
Theorem B (Montgomery) 
Let M be a connected topological manifold ~~d h : M .... M 
a pointwise-periodic homeomorphism. Then h has global period~ 
Theorem 0 
Let r'-: IR x M .... U be an orientation preserving Cr flow 
(2 Et rEt 00) on an oriented rna.nifold 11:. Let the vector field T 
generate the flow JA. Further, let N be a connected Or mani-
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fold with dimN = dimM - 1 and <f: N .... M a Or imroorsion. Set 
.,... 
N = cpN ; assuroo orbN = N and fA restricted to N is pointwise 
If there exists a one-form 0< on periodic without fixed pOints. 
M with ()(I N(T) = 1 and Lro<.l N = 0 then f-A restricted to N has 
global period; that is, there is Some c> 0 such that fAc IN = id • 
1.4 ReD18rk: If the i:1mersion c:p: N .... M is 1-1 then the con-
elusion of the theorem follows directly from Theorem A • 
1.5 Remark: Given N, M and fA as in Theorem 0 with fA IN 
h~ving global period, then the e~istence of s~e such one-form 
is necessary if the flow is at least 02 (see § 7) • 
Theorem D 
Let M be an or~nted Or manifold (1.;;; r:;:; 00 ) and 
h : M .... M an orientation preserving Or diffeomorphism. Further 
assume that N C M is a conneoted immer::;c;:d cO<li.r.le:.nsion-one Or 
submanifold of M with h restricted to N pointwise periodic. 
Then h restricted to N has global period. 
1.6 Remarl~: Note that we do not assume that heN) = N. Also, 
Theorem D should be compared with Weaver's theorel!l. (7r) where 
the same conclusion holds with similar hypotheses on h but with 
dimM = 2 and N an arbi tary invariant continuum. 
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1.7 Remark: Theorems C and D are not true vm.en the codimension of 
N in M: is greater than unity. The following is a COO counter-
example. 
1.8 Examole: rSing the COO function e : IR ... !R defined by 
e(x) = 0 for x ~ 0 and e(x) = exp( _1/x2) for x> 0 we can 
easily construct differentiable ftlnctions f :!R "'!R and 
n 
gn : R... R for each integer n ~ 1 wi th the following properties: 
f (x) = 2-(n+1) 
n 
tor 





and tor each positive integer k SUpf~k)(x) ... 0 as n'" 00 
for 1 x ~-­n+1 
1 2n+1 
tor n+1 < x< 2n(n+1) 
....... 2n+1 
for x;:::::; 2nCn+1) 
and for each positive integer k supgn(x) - 0 and su:pg~k)(x) - 0 
as n-.ooo 
Glueing these functions together we obtain COO functions 
f and g with 
f(x) = g(x) = 0 
and f(X) _ ..1 - 2 &: g(x) = 0 
for x ~ 0 
1 1 
tor -1 ~x~-nr n 
for x ~ 1 
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n+1 2nCn+1 ) 
~.- .. - -- - - . - - -
Set the manifold 
! 
n 
N C 1113 
(x,y) plane of 1R3 . We define 
0 
l' 2n.f.1 ii+T 2nCn+1) 
to be the graph of g. 
a Cj'O diffeomorphism 




h : 1R3 -+ 1R3 
through an 
angle 2TTf(a) • Thus for planes 1-a with _~_ ~ a ~ _ 2n!.! the 
nr1 ~ -...::: 2nrn+1) 
rotation is through the constant angle 2n 2-(n+1) • Thus the 
( . 1 2n+1 pointa a,g(a) ,0) of N Wl.th n+T < a < 2n(n-r1) have pericd 
2n+1 whilst the points (b,g(b),O) with 2!(~~1)::::;b ~ ~ are 
fixed under h. Therefore hi N is pointwise periodic but the 
period is not locally bounded at the origin; thus h has no global 
period. 
2.0 Preliminaries 
M shall denote an n-dimensional Cr manifold (0 ~ r ~ (XI) • 
Let A C M and suppose "fe are given a Or flow f'A: IR x M -+ M such 
that every orbit intersecting A is a circle. 
1 1 
Let V 0 be a small open disk in M transverse to the flow 
wi th 01 V 0 oompact. Then thera is an £ > 0 such that 
defines a homeomorphism of [ - c , € ] x c1 V 0 into M. By a 
flat neighbourhood in M (resp. of a point x in M) we shall 
mean an open subset V of M (resp. an open neighbourhood V of x 
such that V = ~« - €. , £ ) x V 0) for SOL~ open disk V (resp. for 
o 
some open disk V 0 Vii th x E V 0) as above. Let Tt : V - V 0 be 
the projection map. 
Suppose mEA and V:;: r( (- E., f.) xV 0) is a flat neigh-
bourhood of m such that the orbit of m intersects the closure of 
the disk V 0 in precisely one point; thr~ t is, cl V 0 f\ orb I m f = i m f 
We now define the Poincare map S: V 1 - V 0 for some smaller 
disk V1 C V o. For more detail, the render is :-eferred to (E1) • 
Precisely, there exists a connected neighbourhood V1 of m in 
Vo such that the map f : V1 _lR, given by tr_e conditions 
1) fx>O 
. r . 
is well-defL~ed and C on V1 • The Poincare trap S: V 1 - V 0 
is defined by Sx = f'fx?C at x E:V1 • The point m EV 0 is 
invariant under S • Now define the l?eriodicity function 
A : A - IR by the conditions 
1) AX> 0 
2) ftx I x for 0 < t < AX 
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The function ~ is invariant under the flow; that is, if x,y E A 
with Y = f' (s,x) for some s E IR, then Ax = Ay • 
2.1 Proposition 
The function A: A- IR giving the period of a point is 
lower semi-continuous; more07er, the set of points of continuity 
of is open and dense in the induced topology on A. 
Proof: Let x E A and let V = f« - Eo, E ) x V 0 be a flat 
neighbourhood of x such that the orbit through x intersects Vo 
in only the single point x. 1'hen A ~ f on A (J V1 ' where 
the Or function f : V1 -IR is defined as for the Poincare w~p 
above. This proves lower-semicontinuity. 
To prove the second stateillent it suffices to observe, that if 
A is continuous at x, then V 0 can be made dui'ficiently small to 
ensure that any orbit of fA intersecting A n V 0 will intersect V 0 
in only a. single point. But then we have A = f on A (J V 0; and 
moreover, f is continuous. Thus A is continuous on A (J V 
This together with the following vrell-known result sh~vs that the 
points of continuity of are derule in A • 
Let A: A -IR be a lower semi-continuous function on a 
space A. Then the set B = ~ x E A A is not continuous at x I 
is of the first category in A. 
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Proof: For eaoh rational number r, define Br = { x'. " > } I\X r • 
Then B C U (olBr - Br) and each Q 
3.0 e.-Flows 
olBr - Br is nowhere dense. 
Let N, M be Or manifolds (0 ~ r~ (0) where dimN ~ 
dimM. Let <p : N -+ M be a Or immersion (that is, q : N -+ <pN 
is a local Or homeomorphism); ..... setting N = 'f'N, we further assume 
that N is connected. Addition~lly, let f" : IR x M -+ M be a Or 
flow so that - ,.. orbN = N that is, N is invariant mlder the flow 
In the remainder of this ohapter WA will be ooncerned with tvro 
situations in which we impose fu..~her oonditions on the manifold 1i: 
and flow r : IR x M -+ M ; namely, 
I) 
we assume the flow r is di.fferentiable of class 0 .... 
and the manifold M is given a riemanni~'l metric; 
2) alternatively, in the topological case, we assume there 
exists a oodiroension-one foliation tranzverse to the orbits of the flow 
fA· 
Under either assurnption 1) or 2) we can introduce a well-defined 
notion of 'orthogonal' curve. Precisely, when M is a riemannian 
manifold and the flow fA : fax M -+ M is differentiable, a smooth 
curve <:S' [0,1J -M is said to be 'orthogonal' to the flO\v if, 
for s E [0,1J, eaoh tangent vector o-'(s) is orthogonal to the 
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vector T 0-( S ) ( with respect to the inner product on T 0-( s )M inducec 
by the riemannian structure on M); here, the vector field T 
generates the flow ~ . This notion of 'orthogonality' coinoides 
with that in oommon usuage. Alternatively, in the topological case 
of 2), any curve 1: : [0,1J -. M lying entirely within a single 
leaf of the transverse foliation will be oalled 'orthogonal' • 
Fix x EN. Let U eN be an open conneoted neighbourhood 
of x in N suoh that <f I u : U -. 'PU is a homeomorphism. Setting 
n = <fU, let V = r( (- €, € )x V 0) be a flut neighbourhood of 
x = Cf'x in M suoh that V () U = U. Let n:: V - V 0 be the 
projection mapping. 
3.1 ~ 
Assume either oondition 1) or 2) for the flow r: fax U 
_ M; so we have a well-defined ooncept of ' orthogonality' for 
curves transverse to the flow. Then for each point y E U st~fio-
iently near x and Or curve <5": [0,1J - U with 6""(0) = x 
and 6" ( 1) = y, there exists a unique I orthogonal' curve 
~: [0,1J - V suoh that 6-( 0) = X and 1T 0 6- = "IT 0 (c::p 0 c» • 
Proof: 
and 6"2 
Mote generally, it is easy to see that if <:)1 : [0, 1J - V 
[0,1J - V are ' orthogonal' Or curves in the flat neigh-
then 6' 1 = C>2 • (Note: in general, the lemma is false for a 0
1 
flow on a riemannian manifold. The difficulty arises because the ortho· 
gonal distribution ~y only be continuous.) 
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3.2 Definition 
Let r- : IR x M -+ 11 be a Or flO\" such that either 1) r ~ 2 
and M is a riemannian manifold, or 2) r~ 0 and there is a coCl.jJri-
ension-one foliation of M transverse to the orbits of.fA ; that is, 
we have a well-defined notion of 'orthogonality' for curves trans-
verse to the flow. Let <f: N -+ 11 be a Or :i.InIrersion such that the 
"... 
submanif old N = CfN is invariant under the flO\v fA • Then the 
flow f' : lR x M- M is called a g-flow (w.r. t. the immersion 
<t> : N -+ M) :if' for each 'orthogonal' curve 
we have fAt 0 0- orthogonal for each t E IR • 
[O,1J --+ N 
3.3 Remark: Lemma 3.1 ensures that we have a plentiful supply of 
A 
t orthogonal' curves lying entirely wi thin the subrna.."lifold N • 
If the flow fA: IR x M --+ M is differentiable, then g-flows 
arise in nfuny natural settings. Speoific&lly, suppose we are given 
a one-form 0( on M with ex I N(T) = 1 and I...ro( IN = 0 , where th~ 
vector field T generates the flow fA. ;'lithout loss of generality 
w~ shall suppose that O«T) > 0 on the whole of the manifold M. 
These are the hypotheses of Theorems C and A ( using Remark 1.1) • 
Define the vector subspaces Qx and P x by 
IX (X) = 0 } 
and P x = t X E TxM: X ~ ciT, 0 E fR } 
Then the tangent bundle of M splits as TM = Q G) P . Furthermore, 
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a straighfozward construction defines a rieoannian metrio on M 
such that Qx is orthogonal to Px at each x E: M • The subspace 
Px is tangent to the flow f . The oondition on the Lie deriv-
ative, Lrc( IN = 0 , implies that for each point '" x E: N = CfN and 
(where we have orthog-vector X E: Qx n 'f~Tir 
onal for all time t. Clearly the action fA is a g~flow (w.r. t. 
the imnersion c..r: N - M ) • 
In Theorem A we are given a one-form IX and vector field 
T such that C( (T» 0 and T -' de( = 0 • Such one-forms arise 
naturally in the study of contact Il1.anifolds, as defined by Boothby 
and Wang (B-~.7) • In this c",se, the manifold M (of olass c:fO) 
is assumed to have dimension 2nd wi th a global:i..y defined one-form 
On the subspace Px = t X E: T~1: X -' dt.) = 0 } we bave w I 0 
moreover, Px has dLc.ension one and is complement8!"y to the subspace 
of dimension 2n on which W is zero. Let Zx be that element 
Then the vector field Z and one-
form (..) _satisfy the conditons of the preceding paragraph; ?Thence 
the flow generated by Z is a g-flow. 
Indeed,. in their p8.per (B-W) , Boothby and -:rang prove a 
special case of our theorem. They consider the case where the 
n~fold M is compact and the induced foliation of M by the traj-
ectories of Z 'is regtllar in the sense of Palais (P1) • That is, 
about each point x of 11 there is an open neighbourhood U of x 
so that any non-empty intersection of a trajectory with U is an 
open set. In this situation, each trajectory is closed and hence 
oompact; so each orbit is a oircle. They deduce that there is a 
~ circle action on M with the salne orbits as the lR-action 
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generated by Z. In fact, the periodicity function A: M -IR 
defined as in § 2 is constant on M. Two examples of contact 
manifolds with natural contact forms are an arbitary odd-dimensional 
sphere S2n+1 c.1R2n+2 (coordinates x1' ••• ,x2n+2 ) with form 
S2n+1 . n+1 . 
<..0\) = Li=1(x2i_1 dx2i - x2idx2i_1) restricted to 
and the cotangent bundle of the unit tangent bundle of a riemannian 
manifold with its canonical one-form. 
For a 02 flow r with each trajectory a geodesic in a 
riemannian manifold 111 we can prove Proposition 3.4 belovl thus 
shoWing such fiov/s are g-flows. In fact, the existence of some 
riemannian metric on I.: with :.'espect tc which the trajectories 
of fA are geodesic is equivalent to t~le existence of some invariant 
one-fonn ex as d:Lscussed above. Only the proof of sufficiency will 
be given here because the converse is Froved by the reverse argument 
and is quite straightforward. 
3.4 PropOSition 
Let T be a vector field on a riemanni~~ manifold M which 
g(}nerates a floW fA: IR x }J .... M i further assume that each trajectory 
is a geodesic parzmetrised by arc-length. 
and suppose .~ is orthogonal to Tm. 
Fix mE 1.1 j let X E T M m m 
Then the vector fA't*'Xm in 
the tangent space to M at y = fJ'tm is orthogonal to Ty for every 
t E IR • That is, the flow maps orthogonnl vectors into orthogonal 
vectors for all time . 
Proof: Let m and ~ E TJ1 be as in the statement of the prop-
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osition. Let V = f ( ( ':" E , f.) x V 0) be a flat neighbourhood of m 
with ~ tangent to V 0 at m. Furthermore, we may assume there 
are defined on Vo coordinate functions x2, •• ,xn with xi(m) = 0 
and (d/d~)m';' Xm (where dimM = n ) • On V we may define co-
ordinate functions 
- E < t < c: , set 
Then (~/dy 1)y = Ty 
y1, •.• ,~ as follows: for y = ~t(z) , z E: Vo ' 
1 .. y (y) = t and y~(y) = x~(z), 2 ~ i ~ n • 
and (d~yi)y = ftJdfoxi)z; in partioular, 
if' Y = f't(m) then (d/dyl1)y = f ~. Define the vector field 
X on V by X = (d/c>yn) • 
Our hypotheses imply (i) 'iJ TT = 0, since the trajectories 
are geodesios (where \7 is tile Levi-Civi t9. oormection of the 
metric), (ii) (T,T> = 1 and (iii) 0 = [T,X] = ViA - 'VXT 
Therefore we have T (T,X) = ('VTT,X) + (T, V:rX) = (T'V'TA) = 
(TJ VXT) = ix (T,T) = 0 • Tha tis, the inner product (T,X) 
is const:mt along the orbit of T through m. In particular, we 
have (fA t""Xm,T) = 0 for ·-E < t < E • This completes the 
proof. In general, the fl0\1 r need not be metric preserving. 
Generally, given a flow on a manifold it is a difficult 
task to determine whether there is some re~rwnetrisation and rienJarul-
ian metric with respect to which the trajectories are geodesic. The 
counter-example in Epstein's paper (E1) presents a flow with every 
orbit periodic for which this is not possible! Moreover, it is easy 
to oonstruct ~n example of a flovi on the 2-torus which oarmot pres-
erve a transverse one-form (see Example 3.5 below); nevertheless, 
there may exist general oonditions (e.g. recurrence?) on a non-
singular flow on a oompact manifold which guarantee this type of 
regularity. 
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3.5 Exa.mnle: We identify the torus a.s T2 = S1 x (RjZ. On the 
annular region A = Si x [ 0, ~ ] construct a flow with trajectories 
as shO\"m in the diagram: 
In the complement, put any flow. 
global flow fA : lR x T2 - T2 • 
Thus we have constructed some 
Give the tOl""US T2 any riemannian 
...J.. 
metric; then the distribution ;[) cf vectors orthogonal to the flow 
<f\..J.. 
is one-dimensional and hence integrable. Since .u is everywhere 
transverse, a leaf " of D..L entering the region A through the 
boundary circle S1 x l 0 } will be unable to escape; that is, a 
particle which starts on a point of the intersection of j with 
S1 x t oj and travels along tne leaf R in a fixed direction 
into the region A, will not meet either boundarJ circle S 1 x t ~ } 
. 1 } 0::- S x t 0 again. Now suppose that the orthogonal distribution 
07\~ 
OJ is preserved by )At for all time ... " . Let l be an orthog-
onal leaf' which. intersec~s the circle Si x t 0 f . in a point xO' 
~t Xi E: A {\,i. be a point on 1 inside the region A such that the 
open segnent . (x
o
' Xi ) of points between Xo and Xi in. 1. lies 
entirely within the region A. Because the circle Si x t 0 j is 
an orbit of the flow ? ' 
periodic under r. Let 
each point z of Six i 0 j will be 
c > 0 be the leas t period of r lSi x to J ; 
thus ?cZ = z for each z E: Six lOf • 
for every integer k; moreover, for each k the leaf .t is invar-
iant under the transformation /'kc' However, the sequence of points 
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i ).A x J k=1 2 tends towards the circle S1 x I -21 J /kc1 -".. ! Thus 
there exists an integer K~ 1 such that the point )'A Kcx1 meets 
some leaf' i' which is orthogonal to the trajectories of r- and. 
which intersects the circle S 1 xii} transversely. Clearly, the 
leaves ·1 and l' must coincide • But this is impossible by our 
Thus the trajectories of the flow ~ are not choice of leaf i . 
geodesic in any metric. 
However, an interesting class of flona for mlich this is 
true is the class of geodesic flows in the unit tangent bundle I: M 
to a riemannia...""l manifold (M,g) . Specifically, we can construct 
a canonical riemannian metrio £ on I: lv1 induced from the metric g 
on 1! using the follo\'dng theorem of J. Vilma (V). 
3.6 Theorem (Vilma) 
Let B be a rieIJla.l'l.nian manifnld and let p: E -. B be a 
fibre bundle with a connection (in the sense of Ehresrnann (Eli») 
and with structure group H a Lie group of isometries of a fibre. 
Then there exist·s a riern.a:nru.an metric on E such that P is a 
riemannian submersion and the horizontal lift of a geodesic in B 
is geodes.ic in E; moreover, wi th respect to this metric the fibres 
of p: E - B are totally geodesic submanifolds of E . 
Outline proof: Because the structure group H is a Lie group of 
isometries of a fibre we can give each fibre of the bundle E a we 11-
defined riemannian metric. Moreover, parallel translation with 
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respect to the connection is an H-isomorphism of the fibres. The 
riemannian metric for the manifold E is defined as the product of 
the metric on a fibre and the metric induced on the horizontal dist-
ribution by projection onto the riemannian manifold B • 
If we generalise to the bundle p: EM .... 11 of unit vectors 
over a complete riemannian manifold (M,g) then the distribution 
of horizontal vectors in EM: defined by the Levi-Civita connection 
of g defines a connection in L Mauch that the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.6 are satisfied. Beca~e the canonical lift of a geodesic 
in M to 1: M is also horizontal, we may use Proposi tion 3.4 to 
deduce that the geodesic flow in E 1f. is indeed a g-flow (with 
respect to the identity immersion id 1: 11 .... 1: M • 
Another class of g-flovrs arises directly from con:~ider,-ltion 
of er homeomorphisms h: M .... M (0 ~ r::S:; 00 ) • Define the manifold 
~ ns the quotient manifold obt&.ined from M x (-.;.,~) by the ident-
ification i: (x, -t+-s)lV(hx,~-s) for all x € M and 0 < s < -k • 
Then the flovr /"h is generated by the vector field aids where 
is parametrised by s . This constructlon is called the 
susuension of the homeomorphism h. If a point - x € 11 is periodic-
under h then the flow ? h 
point corresponding to (x,O) 
on ~ has a closed orbit through the 
under the identification i M x (-~,i) 
- ~. Furthermore, the flow ? h maps each section 
i(M x is I ) C Mh into some other such section; these sections fol-
iate the manifold Fh and the flow?h maps leaves into leaves for 
all time. 
a g-flow. 
Clearly, such an I orthogonal t leaf structure makes JAh 
Thus each homeomorphism h : M- M induces a natural 
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g-flow fAh (wor.t. the identity immersion id: ~ - Mn,) on a 
manifold M.b moreover, if A eM then h /A is pOintwise period.-
io if and only if ,)Ahli(A x (-i,i)) is pointwise periodic. 
4.0 The locally bounded ca~e 
Let r: lR x M -+ Iv! be a Cr flow (o I\i; r ~ =) 0 Let 
<f : N -+ M be a Cr immersion and suppose that r is a g-flow 
(w.r.to to Cf). Let U be an open COl'Ulected subset of N. Set-
"" tins U = cpU , further assume there exists a continuous invariant 
,.. 
map h : U -+ lR suoh that ?'f:rx.'C = X for all x E: U . Then h is 
a constant map. 
Proof: "" Fix x E U. Let V = jA«-£., £) x V
o
) be a flat neigh-
bou:rhood of x in M 0 Note that each point of U is periodic 
under so we may define the periodicity function A: u- R 
as.in On V n U we have A ~ 2 E: 0 Choose another 
neighbourhood W of x J W = f' « - £. ,c ) x w 0)' x E woe V 0 such 
that for. y E:rr n U we have Ihx - :!wI < C. For pi E VI, by 
tak:i.ng a smaller neighbourhood if need be, we may further suppose 
tha t there exists an orthogonal curve a-: [0,1] -+ IV n U wi th 
0- (0) = x and ~ ( 1) = p, where p and p I lie on the san:e 
orbit of fA 0 /' Novl fAhx 0 0' is orthogonal and its image is con-
tained in W n U; furthermore, it is easy to see that 
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1(" 0 C- = Tr 0 (~ 0 0- ) where 11: : W - W 0 is projection. 
In particular, ? hx 0 '8-( 1) = ~hx(p) = p. Clearly hp = ~ Ap 
where ~ is an integer; similorly, 'He have roc = ~Ap. As 
I me - hp I < c and 'Ap ~ 2 € we obtain I kt - k21 < i, whioh 
implies ~ = ~ . Whence rue = hp = hpl. A:3 pI E: W was arbit-
a:ry and U is connected the lelrll'A is proved. 
Given our immersion <f: N ..... M, we now assu.ne that the flow 
A fA restricted to N = CfN is pointwise periodio. If the action 
fA· is a non-trivial g-flow (w.r. t. Cf: N - M) then.re see :iJn!ned-
A 
iately that the flow on N is fixed-poi.'1t free. Thus eaoh orbit 
r. 
intersecting N is a circle. We now define the Eeriodicity function 
J.. : N -lR 
as was done in Thus for each x E: N 'ire have . , ~) AX> 0 , 
and iii) X • 
The following oonstruction is due to Montgomery (M). We 
define the set B1 C N as 
B1 = I X E: N: A: N -lR is not continuous at x = <px } 
"-Clearly B1 = ~B1 is invaric.nt; moreover, by Proposition 2.1 
, 
. B1 is closed and has null interior in N . Thus the oomponents of 
N - B1 are open connected subsets of N. From Lemma 4.1 we oan 
easi~ deduce the following ooroll~. 
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Let \ : N -IR be the periodicity function, and let C 
be a connected component of N - B1 • 
(where C = <pC) • 
Define the set KeN by 
Then ').Ie = c, a constant 
K= IxEN A: N - IR is unbounded in any neighbourhood 
of x = cpx } 
K is a olosed subset of N j by Lemma 4.2, the periodiCity 
function ,;0.. ..... is looally constant on N - B1 
Thus we have K C B1 • To obtain our theore",s Vie will show that the 
set K is empty. L~ later sections we assume K' is non-empty and 
prove a contradiction. 
Let D be a oonnected component of N - K 
,.. /' 
is an open inyariant subset of N. Fix m E D and let A C D be 
the orbit of r " through m = 'f m • 
be a flat neighoC'UI'hood of in with c1 V 0 compact) such the: t 
A ,.... ." 
V()NCN --K. Then 'A ~ 2£ 
,.. 
on V()D. Because A is 
~ 
locally bounded on D we may assume, by making V smaller if 
,.... 
'neoessary, th£t on V () D we h. ve A ~ J\., for some constant 
AE!R. Additionally, it ~~y be supposed that the disk Vo is 
suffioiently small to ensure th8t the orbit A intersects cl V 0 
in only the single pojnt m. We define the Poinoa~ map 
S : V 1 ... V 0 for some smaller disk V1 C V 0 as in § 2; reoall 
that sCm) = m . 
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Let R = f<A/2€) + 1] and define by induction neighbour-
hoods Vi of 
...... in Vo such that SVi +1 C Vi m for 1 ~ i ~ R! . 
Because A ~ 2<: on the invariant set orb(Vo n D) and because 
A~A here, it is easy to see that for each point " x EV nD q 
where q = R! , we have Srx = x for SOIOO r , 1 :E:; r:E:; R! . 
q '" q i Hence S = id on V q n D. Set VI = n :£.=1 S V q and define the 
function h : W -!R by hex) = L i;1 f 0 Si(x) where f V1 -!R 
is defined as in the construction of the Poincare JIlc'1P of 92. 
That is, for each x E V 1 we have i) fx > 0 , 
for 0 < t < fx, and iii) AJ. c: V I -f~ '- o· 
Thus the set orb (':r n D) is inva.riant and open III 1> 
, 
Furthermore, hlw ()D is continuous and invariant under S , .... Thenoe 
.... re may assure that it is defined on all of orb (wn D) . NOW' sq :: 
on W n D. Therefore we have /""n'x!- = x for x E (W n n). It 
then 1'0110;-13 that JAh:{x = x fo:- all x E orb (W n n). NOW' let U 
be a conne\Jted neighbo1JI'I1ood of minD such thZ\t q Iu is a 
homeomorphism onto its i.mage. Then orbU (where U = <fU) is a 
id 
oonnect~d invariant set in 1.1 which intersects orb (",1 n D) non-triv-
ially; and we may further assume that orbU () orb (':r n D) = orb U . 
Thus hlu satisfies tho hypotheses of Lemma 4.1, whence h is a 
constant map. Thus we have shown 
4.3 Proposition 
Let K = t x EN: ?\: N ... IR is unbounded near x = q> x t 
Let D be a connected con~onent of N - K, and fix m ED. Then 
there exists a connected open neighbourhood U of minD and a 
constant d> 0 such thnt JAdlorbU = id (where U = ~U) • 
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5.0 Periodic Homeomorphisms 
A vital ingredient in the proofs of the Theorems is the 
following theorem of M.R.A. Newman (N). 
5.1 Theorem (Nevnnan) 
Let h: M -M be a periodic homeomorphisro of a mnnifold M. 
H . the set of fued points of h contains an interior point, then 
h is the identity map. 
For a modern proof of this result along the lines of Newman t s 
original proof, see the paper by A. Dress (D) • 
Unfortunate~, there is no version of NewL~ts ~~eorem for 
homeomorphisms of ~nersed submanifolds. Overcoming this difficulty 
require~ the foll0V1il16 lenu;m for differentiable mappings Vihich appears 
in (W) • 
Let U be a neighbourhood of the origin in ~, n ~ 1 • 
Let f : U -+ (R be a 01 map with the origin as a fued point. Let 
p ~ 1 be an integer and let I ai 1 be a sequence converging to 0 
oonsisting of non-zero periodic points with p as least period. Then 
there exists a vector v I 0 whose least period is I' with respect 
to the map f. : TJln - TorR? • 
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.... 
The proof is straighforward (see (w»). In fact, if' p >1 
is prime then the vector_ V may be taken as the limit of some con-
vergent subsequence of the sequence 
If the period p is strictly greater than one then it should be noted 
that the sequence {Iai 1-1 ail need not necessarily converge to a 
vector v of period p. However, the period of v will divide p. 
Let fA: lR x M - M be a Or flow (0 ~ r ~ =) such that 
EYVery orbit of r is a circle. Let A: ],1 -IR be the period-
ioity function; and let 0, D be components of the sets M - B1 
and M - K respectively such that 0 () D ~ ,0. (Whore B1 is the 
eet of points of dis continui ty of '). , and K C B1 is that set near 
whioh A. is locally unbounded.) Let fA be a g-f'loo (w.r.t. the 
identity jmnersion id: M - M); by Lenma 4.2, there exists a 
constant 0 > 0 such that ).. 10 = c. Under theSe) hypotheses, 
rclclD = id • 
Proof: Fix mE D • By Proposition 4.3, there exists a.."l 
invariant, . open connected neighbourhood U of minD and a: 
constant d> 0 such that j'dlu = id. Let 0 be sore component 
of M - B1 which intersects the set U non-trivially; by Lemma 4.2 
there exists c > 0 such that "10 = 0 • It is e£sily seen that 
d = kc on 0 () U where k ~ 1 is an integer; thus jA-kc = id on 
all of U. Thus the transformation ~olu is periodiC and is the 
identi ty on the interior set 0 () U. Because U is open in M, 
Theorem 5.1 implies f"o IU = id. Straightforward use of a covering 
of D by such neighbourhoods U and the fact that D is connected 
nnmnl~tA~ thA n~nn~ n~ +hO proposition. 
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The next lemma is considerably more difficult than Lemma 5.3 
. . . . 
beoause we can not apply Newman's theorem to the ~ge of an immersion. 
Let <p : N ... l! be a differentiable Cr immersion (1 ~ r ~ 00) 
Let the C
r 
f1ov{ fA: IR x M ... M be a g-f1ow (w.r. t. the immersion 
Let 
such that each orbit of ~ intersecting 
). : N ... IR be the periodicity function; 
A 
N = '\' N is a circle. 
and let C, D be 
oomponents of the sets N - B1 and N - K respective~ such that 
C()D;i¢. A /\ " "'" (Setting B1 = cp B1 and K = q'K, then B1 C N is the 
set of points of discontinui~ of ?\ is tho. t subset of 
,.. 
N near which 'A. is locally unbounded.) By Lemma 4.2, there 
exists a constant c > 0 such that A Ie = c (where C = 'fC). If' 
we further assune th:.:.t M is oriented (in which case fA is orien-
tation preserving) and that dimM = diInN + 1, then fAc IcID = id 
(where D:: G'D) • 
Proof': Fix mE: D • By Proposi ticn 4.3, there exists a. connect-
ed Open neighbourhood U of' minD a.'1d a oemstant d > 0 such 
that U = qU is invariant and rdlu = id • ';rithout loss of'genera1-
A 
i~ we may assume that is bounded below on U • Because 
. /"d!U = id, for every x E: U we have a,h.x an integer. 
range of possible values of' ,,10' is finite. 
Thus the 
Let 01 < ... < c1 be those values of' A!U f'or which 
A 
there is some component C~ of N - B1 such that C~ intersects 




Ej = int (cl 't. tc 0< n u CO( is a component of N - B1 and 
A/CO( = Cj J ) 
with olosure taken in U . If for some i (1 ~ i Et 1) we have 
"" Ei :) U then vre have nothing to prove. So VIe assume at least two 
distinct occur. Taking closures in this assumption implies 
that bdyE1 I ¢. (Note that Ei and Ej are disjoint for i I j .) 
Now N is a differentiable manifold, so ther~ exist small 
(metriC) balls B in N whose boundary bdyB is a smooth (n-2) _ 
sphere. A point x E bdyE1 is said to be tangentialJ.,y accessible 
from E1 if there exists some such small ball B wHh ini;B C E1 
and x € bdyB • 
boundar"J of E1 • 
Such points are easily seen to be dense in the 
Let z be such a tangentially acceseible point 
of bdyE1. Thus there are at least n-1 paths ~ in clE1 
with ifiitial point z such that their initicl. veotors vk in TJr! 
are independent. Because r C11 E1 = id th~ vecto!'s vk will be 
fixed by the transformation f' c1 * : T yJ.I. -+ T JJ . 
rei z = z because z E bdyE1 • 
(Note that 
However, every neighbourhood of z in N oontains points 
. . 
of at least' one other Ej • Because the possible values of the" Cj 
are finitely man;y there exists a sequence t b q I converging to z 
. with Abq = cjfor some fixed OJ > c1 and all q. Because 
cjld and c1ld the points b q have finite least period greater than 
unity un?-er the transfo:r:mation jAc1. By Lemma 5.2, there exists 
a non-fixed periodic vector v in TZM under the transformation 
Thus we have n-1 independent fixed vectors in TzM and at 
least one other non-fixed periodic vector; consequently, jJ. c1'* is 
not orientation preserving. This contradicts our hypotheses. Thus 
for any component C of N - B1 with 'Alc = c and C (\ U I ¢ we 
have ~clU = id • Clearly this completes the proof. 
6.0 The locally unbounded cas~ 
Firstly, let us assume the hypotheses of LeItl!la 5.4. Con-
sider the set of points KC N where the periodicity function 
A : N -. [R is locally unbounded. By Lemma 5.4, if' D is a com-
ponent of N - K then there is SOIn3 d > 0 with sup 1 Ax : x E: D } 
= d and ~dlciD = id • ...... Because D is a oodimension-one differ-
A 
entiablb submanifold of 11, if x E: olD then there :Ls a codi.mension 
one hyperplane i.'1. TxM on which the trar~fol~tion 
-. T~ is the identity; that is, f"~IH,c = id. Set 
~ = u t DOl 
~ 
Do( is a component of n - K with 
sup l AX : x E: DOl} = d 1. 
Such sets ~ arE> of countable number; thus we may index them: £1 ' 
~ ,... with sup t AX : x E: Di f = ~ • So ~ I dj for il j • 
6.1 ~ 
If x E: bdy~i' then x t. bdy~j for i I j • 
Proof: Beoause the flow r is orientJ.tian 
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A 
preserving and £.i has oodimension-one in M, each vector in T~ 
whioh is periodic under the transformation h~: TxM -+ TxM will 
have least period dividing ~. Moreover, the subspace of 
periodic vectors has dimension at least n-1 (where dimM = n) ; 
furthermore, the transformation JAAx,*" restricted to this subspace 
has least period ~. (The last statement follows from Lemna. 5.2 
because there is a sequence of points oonverging to x 
least period dJAx under the diffeomorphism fA7vx .) 
A-
in £.i with 
The proof 
of the lemma is nO\v clear (since ~Ax F d~x for aome ~j where 
sup I Ax : x E ~ j 1-= d j and i F j ) • 
Let \'( C n be an open connected set such that W f\ K = ¢ , 
). i w n K is continuous, some fixed £.i intersects W non-triyially 
and further, <f I Y1 : W ~ W is a homeomorphism where W = 9'W. Recall 
bdy!2.i c. K • Taking closures in W, ohoose z E ~y(W - £'i) to be 
tangentially aocessible from within int(~ -~) Let V = r ( ( -t- , f. 
be a flat neighbourhood of ~. A ~ Z = q'Z U1 M such that V n w = w 
For some smaller disk V 1 C V 0 let S : V 1 - V 0 be the Poinoare map 
with S(z) = z; because 'A/W n K is continuous, we may further MSW!". 
Then there are n-2 paths O"k: [0, 1J --. V1 
Because z E bdy £.i 
as well, each path elk must intersect the set '" '" K arbi tarily near z 
. (for othezwise, we would have z E bd~j for some j Ii). 
vk are fixed under the transfoI'I!l.9.tion S*: TzV1 - TzV1 • 
Then the 
If d~z» 
then S -* cannot be orientation preserving since its fixed point set has 
oodirnension at most one and there is a vector with least period d~ > . 
But this would IOOan /"'Az is not orientation preserving; thus we have 
Beoause W II bdy£.:i. = bdy(,,7 - £'i) and tangentially accessil 
." .-points are dense in the boundary, we have AX = di for all x E bdy~()--: 
Thus we have proved 
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6.2 Proposition 
Assume the hypotheses of Lemma 5.4. Let W be an open 
set in the manifold N such that W n K 'I ¢ and A l'fl n K is 
continuous. (Where K = Cf K is that set of points in N where the 
..... 
.A periodicity function N -fa is locally unbounded; and W = 'f'~V .) 
If z E bdyD n W, where D is some component of N _ K with 
sup t Ax : x ED} :: d, then AZ:: d (where D = 'fD and z = 'f'z). 
6.3 Proposition 
Asswne the hypotheses of Lerrrna 5.3. The.t is, fA: (R. x M 
-9 M is a Cr g-flow (O:!Si: r:!Si: 00) wi th every orbit a circle. Let 
W be an open set in M such the.t ':V n K 'I ¢ a'1.d A I w n K is 
continuous. ( A: M - (R. is the periodicity funotion and K is the 
subset of M near 17hich " is locally unbounded.) If 
zE bdyD n W, where D is some cOl!:?onent cf :M - K with 
sup t· Ax : xED } :: d, then AZ = d • 
Proof: Let z, Wand D be as in the statement of the prop-
osition. Reoall that bdyD C K. By taldng W sImiler if neoes-
sary we ltIEiy assume that A 1\'1 n bdyD is constant. (Briefly, for 
each y E bdyD we have Ay:: d/k'y, ky ~ 1 an integer. Thus 
A IbdyD tdres only a discrete range of values. ?or W suffiCiently 
small, A Iw is bounded below; thus A /bdyD n w takes only finitely 
many values; moreover, A IbdyD () W is continuous.) Thus for 
y E VI n bdyD we may assume Ay:: AZ = a/k J for k ~1 an integer. 
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Without loss of generality, we may suppose that W is invariant 
in M; furthermore, bdyD(J W separates D (J VI and VI - D • 
Define the homeomorphism h : W ... W by 
hex) = x if xE i1 - D 
= ?AzX if xE W(J D 
Clearly, h is well-defmed and periodic on W with period. k; 
and h = id on the interior set W - clD (which is non-empty since 
A is unbounded near z E bdyD whereas A is locally bounded on D). 
By Theorem 5.-1 , we DUSt have h = id on VI. In particular, 
k = 1 • Thiscampletes the proof. 
We now show th;1.t the set K of bad points is empty under 
the hypotheses of either Lemna 5.3 ~r Lemma 5.4 For conven-
ience only, we shall demonstrate this using the notation of Lemma 5.4 ; 
that is, q : N ... M is an immersion and ~: N -~!R is the period-
A 
icity function where N = <\,N • (Alterna.tively, in the topological 
si tuation, set N = M and let the immersion <f be the identity 
id : M -+ M .) 
Let VI be an open com1ected set in the manifold N such that 
A 
set W = CfW • Suppose A I r.; tl K is continuous; and 
defme the function A*: W -lR by 
'A*x = Ax "'- "-if xEK(JVI 
/' "" if x E Dj with sup i ')..x : x E Dj 1 = d j 
and Dj is a component of N - K • 
Using Proposotion 6.2 (alternatively, Proposition 6.3) the funotion 
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'\.~ /\ is olearly seen to be continuous on W; moreover, JA-?(r.xx = x 
for all x E W • By Lemna. 4. 1 A"* is oonstant on W • , in partio-
ular, " is bounded on W • But this oontradicts the hypothes~ 
that K is non-empty (beoause the set of points of continuity of 
"IK are dense in K) • In faot, we have shown A. is locally 
,.. 
bounded on all of N = 'f N • 
7.0 Conolusion of the proof 
Under the hypotheses of either Lemna. 5.3 or Lemma 5.4 , 
we have shown in the preceding section that the periodicity function 
').. is locally bounded. From the definition of a g-flow and the 
disoussion of § 3, we see that the oonclusions of Lemmas 5.3 and 
5.4 are sufficient to imp~ the conclusions of Theorems A and C • 
Theorem B and D are obtained by Ruspendine the homeomorphism h : 11 -0 ill 
Thus the proofs of our theorems are c~lete apart fram necessity in 
Theorem A • 
Return:iz1g to Theorem A, suppose we have p : 31 x M -0 l! 
a Ck action (1 ~ k ~ 00) 1 of the circle group S without fixed 
points. According to Palais (P2) such an action is Ck equivalent 
to a COO action; by integration over S1 we can assume that 
preserves some Ck riemannain metrio on M. With respeot to this 
invariant metric, the flow obtained by the identification 31 = !R/-z 
leaves the distribution of orthogonal vectors invariant, and hence 
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the oorresponding one-form defined by this distribution. 
To show neoessi ty for the existence of such a one-form 0< in 
Theorem 0 is easy of the flow fA is at leas t 02 We merely 
average some riemannian metrio on M by integration over the global 
period of r ' viz. 
gt = 1/0 j~f~ g dt where fAo IN = id and g is a 
metrio tensor on M. 
The spaoe of othogonal veotors uith respeot to g' defines the one-
form 0( whioh clearly has the desired pl'oerties when restricted to 
,.. 
N = CfN • 
8.0 !~ifolds with all closed geodesics 
Let M be a oonneoted 0 00 riemar.nian n-manifold such that 
everygeodesio in :M is simply-closed. We see by the discussion of 
§3 thQt there is 
L).1 for whioh the 




some riemanni:?n metric 011 the unit tangent bundle 
canonloallift of a gecd.esic in 11 is geodesic iD. 
6: [0, 1] .... M is a curve:in M then the oanon-
a- to TM is defined by c,- ( t) = (oi t ), a' ( t )) , 
where o-'(t) = d/dt c>(t); paths parametrised by arc-length will 
lift to L 1.l .) This construction defines the geodesic flow on L M , 
f : IR x r.M - L M , which is a global flow because our hypothesis on 
the geodesics implies M is compaot; moreover, eaoh trajectory of 
P is a oircle. By Remark 1.3, P has some global least period R. 
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Clearly, the period 1 is the top length of the simply-olosed 
geodesic loops based at any point of M. 
Suoh manifolds were oonsidered by R. Bott in the paper (B) : 
given a· manifold M, he supposed there VIas some point p E: 15 suoh 
every geodesio tb..rough p was a simple curve in !!, simply-closed 
at P J and with a fixed length q (these assumptions have since 
been weakened by Nagagawa (NA). He was able to show that the 
manifold ~ had the homology of a rank one syrmnetric space (for whioh 
manifolds the assumption is obviously the case) • 
These manifolds have been oonsid9red since by various authors: 
howeverJ at least two questions remain unresolved.. 1) Is !! diffeo-
morphio to a rank-one symr..etric space? (Asked by J. Eells in (PUJ; 
p. 169»; and 2) if M has olosed geodesics of different lengths can 
M be simply-connected? (See lIe Berger (BE; p. ). By Theo=em 
A J the possible lengths of the closed geodesics are .1 /k , wnere 
k ~ 1 is an integer. Examples of such manifolds M are some lens 
spaoes i in po.rticular, the quotient of S~( 3) (with the usual me trio ) 
by the· action of a~ (non-trivial) cle~nt of ordor 2 is such that 
there is exactly one geodesic of length It/2 thr~ each point, and 
wi,th the remainiilg geodesics having length n:: ; this quotient manifold has 
fundamental group Z4' Of course, wi th additional assumptions on 
the sectional. curvatures of M in relation to the length· 1. of the 
geodesics (for example, O~ K ~ 1 with R.. ~ 2t() we oan resolve 
Problem 2). But this procedure is not admissible in general; for 
eXaII!llle, there exis ts a 'Zoll surface' (an analytic manifold !vI 
all of whose geodesics are closed which is diffeomorphic (but not 
isometrio) to S2) with points of strictly neeative curvature (see 
(BE; p. ». 
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The purpose of this section is to solve Problem 2) for 
2-manifold (surely well-known) by an argument which may indicate a 
path to\"18.rds a general solution; unfortunately, in higher dimensions 
complexity is endemic. 
8.1 Pro~osition 
Let M be a simply-connected riemannian 2-manifold such 
that every geodesic of M is Simply closed. Then all the geodesics 
of M are of the same length. 
Proof' : The manifold M is simply-cor.nected and two-dimensional; 
thus it is diffeomorphic to the 2-sphere; also, M is given a riem-
rumian metric so that every geodesic of 11 is simply closed. let 
f :IR x LM~ LM be the geodesic f'low; by identifying 31 = IR/u~ 
we may sUProse p is, in fact, &. locally-free S1 action on LM • 
On LM let a . L M - rM be the antipoo.al map on the fibres . 
( = 1-spheres) • It is easy to see that this involution is equivz..riant 
with respect to f let v be a vector in I: 11, then we r..ave 
~(v,-t) = ;o(-v,t), which merely states that travelli~ beck~ 
in time along a geodesic "is the same as travelling forwor dB in time 
but in the opposite direction; and recall thct a(v) = -v. In fact, 
the joint act;i.on of a and p induces an o( 2) -action on L M 
such that no orbit of ? is invariant under a • 
Let n : l:M ..... Q. be the quotient Ill.:'1.pping to the orbit space 0 
of l: M under the action f The involution a induces a fixed-poin" 
free involution ~ on Q. and let i: Q. ... Q/a be the identifation map. 
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Because the manifold M is a 2-sphere we have I.M :: ~. It 
is well-known that any 80(2) - action on mJ can have zero, one or 
two orbits of shorter length (exceptional orbits) ; moreover, the 
orbit space of ~3 by such an aotion is homeomorphic to the 2-sphere 
. (see (O-R)), so 0:: 82 • Furthermore, because of the existence of 
the involution a our action f will have either zero or two 
exceptional orbits. If there are no exceptional orbits we are done so 
assume there are two such orbi tz which map to the pOints x1' x2 in 0 
under the quotient map ~ 
Because the action ~ is. fixed-point free the space g/~ is 
homeomorphio to lRP2 • Let l' be an essential sin:ple olosed path in 
g(~ whioh does not meet the point xo. Then the lifted path ~ in 
o of t does not meet either x1 or x2; moreover, Q - '1 is the 
union of the dispoint open disks D1 
and the map a 
Then IT -1 (D1 ) and 
L M ~ LM throw~ 
a...'1d D2 
n:-1 (D2 ) 
rr-1 (D1 ) 
where we assume x1 E D1 
are ir-variant solid tori; 
Identify D1 :: \ z1 E C: I z11 2 : I z11 2 < 1 1 and 
D2 = f z2 t ~ : IZ212 < 1 f Then there exist coprime integers 
p . and. q such that the action f restricted to the solid torus -1 (D1: 
is equivalent to the suspension (see § 3) of the periodic map 
Beoause 
the involution a is equivariant with respeot to f the action of 
f on Tt-1 (D2 ) is equivalent to the suspension of the periodic map 
9'2 : D2 ~ D2 defined by 9'2(z2) = Z2exp2ifip/q with the opposite orient 
ation. 
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Now L M is homeomorphic to the union of 1'[-1 (D1 ) and 1("1 (D2 ) 
joined equivariantly along their boundaries = IT. -1(1'). So if either 
p "> 1 or q ") 1 then 2:,.M ~ S2 x S 1 ; but this is absurd. Thus 
p = q = 1 • That is, all the orbits have the same length. 
In higher dimensions, if M is a simply-connected n-~nifold 
with n ~ 3, then !..M is also simply-connected. A solution to 
Problem 2) may involve a partial ~nalysis of our rather special 0(2)-
actions on ( odd-dimensiolk'1.l) simply-connected manifolds. 
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Chapter II 
Total~ Geodesic Foliations 
1.0 Preliminaries 
14 denotes a oonnected COO n-manifcld. Henceforth, 
reference to diffe~entiability will be suppressed wherever possible. 
In general, if xi"" ,xn is a coordinate system on K with 
domain U, then a slice of U is defined to be any subset of U 
on which r of the functions x1"" '''n are consb.nt (1 ~ l' ~ n) • 
Obviously, eaoh slice of U ia a submanifold of U (or of M ) • 
Let 'l be a p-diIrensional folia tiO!1 of M with tangent 
distribution 1) C ~ld that is, D is a c01"l:pletely integrable, 
regular p-dimensional distribution on M. By. a flat neighbourhood 
in M we shall mean a connected (cubical) coordinate neighbourhood 
U in 11, wi th cl U compact and coordinate functions x1 ' ••• ,~, 
Y1, ... ,Yq (p+q=n) with IXil<£, IYjl< t, (1~ i~ P j 1 ~j ~qJ 
for some €. > 0, such that the slices of U for which y l' .•• ,Y q 
are constant are integral manifolds of D A flat neighbourhood 
distiA8}lishes such slices Y1 = 01 , ••• , Yq = c q where the OJ' 
I OJ 1< £" are constants; and henceforth a slice of a flat neigh-
bourhood shall refer only to a distinguished slice. A flat neigh-
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bourhood U has a natural product structure U:; Ux x Uy where 
Uy = submanifold of' U on which x1 = x2 = ••• = ~ = 0, and 
Ux = submanif'old of' U on which Y1 = Y2 = = y = 0 q and nat-
ural projections Ttx: U -. Ux and Tty: U -. Uy are also given, so 
E -1 that for m U we have Tty n: yn = slice through m. 
Let mE M; a transverse disk Do through m is ghren 
by Do = Uy where U = Ux x Uy is a flat neighbourhood of m. Let 
6"" [0,1] - L be a path J.ying in a leaf L of' M, and let Do' 
D1 be transverse disks through 0-( 0) and 0-( 1) respectively. The 
following is a well-known construction (see (H; p. 377), for example): 
There exists a neighbourhood V of cs-(O) in Do nnd a map 
H : V x [0,1] -- M 
such that 
1 ) H( { o} x [ 0,1] ) C single leaf for any v E V 
2) Hlv x to} = id 
Hlv x {1} C D1 . , 
4) B(cr(O),s) = cr(s) for any s E [0,1J 
Moreover, if h: Do - D1 is defined by h( v) = H( v ,1 ) then the 
germ of' 11 is uniquely detemined by 1) - 4). Furthermore, if 
a path 5- from d"( 0) to 0"'( 1 ) is homotopic to <S then the 
germ of h, defined for &- as above, coincides with the germ of 
h ( cf • the Poincare map of Chapter I , § 2 ) . 
Fixing m E M and a transverse disk Do through m, each 
olosed loop c:::r with 0-( 0) = c:r{ 1) = m induces a germ of a diff'eo-
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morphism hcr : Do -+ Do which is independent of the homotopy class 
of cr • This constuction defines the holon~ homomornhism 
is knO\'1ll as the 
holononvr group of the leaf L through m. The isomorphism class 
of ~(TI1L) is independent of mEL, each transverse disk Do 
through m, and depends only upon the leaf L and foliation :1- • 
A foliation ~ is said to have finite holononw if the 
holonoqy group !C Tt1L) is finite for every leaf L of the foliation. 
i7hen each leaf L is compe_ct the reader is referred to (E2) where 
oondi tions equivalent to finite holonomy are fully discussed (see 
Theorem 1.1 below) • 
Denote by Q the set of leaves of '3- and let TtQ : 11 .... Q 
be the quotient mapping of' M onto Q which carries x E hI onto the 
leaf of Q containing x. The quotient to~ology f~r Q is the 
strongest topology which makes ITQ continuous. With respect to this 
topology, the mapping TIQ is open or, equivalently, the saturation 
of an open ::let is open (P1 ; p. 12) . For ACM, the saturation 
~ is the union of all leaves intersecting A . , that is, 
t -1 sa A = ITQ rr~ 
Theorem 1.1 below is an abbreviated version of the main 
theorem presented in (E2) • 
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1.1 Theorem 
Let M be a foliated manifold, with all leaves compact. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
1) Each leaf' L bas arbitarily small saturated neighbourhoods. 
2) The holono~ group of each leaf L is finite. 
3) For some (For any) riemannian metric on 11, and for each 
oompact set, there is a bound for the volume of leaves meeting 
the compact set. 
4) The follovdng is a local model for the folhtion near a fixed 
leaf L • 
Let q be the codiElension and let G be a finite subgroup 
of the orthogonal group o( q). Let I: TttL ..... G be an epi-
morphism and let i. be the covering SpaC9 correspondine to the 
kernel of I. Then G acts on the ope::]. unit disk Dq by ortho-
'" gonal transformations and on L by covering trnnslations. Let 
L ~ Dq be the quotient of L x Dq by identityL"lg (1 g,d) with 
~ 
( 1. ,gd) for e~ch 1 E L, g E G, and dE nq and let 
r : L )( Dq -+ L xG Dq be the quotient map. Then i. ~ Dq is 
foliated by compact leaves of the form r{ Lx {d} ) • 
Condition 4) is the condition that for each leaf L there is 
a finite subgroup G of o( q) and an epimorphism ~ : Tt1L -+ G , 
and a diffeomorphism <f of L xG Dq onto a neighbourhood of 
L, preserving the leaves. 
5) The leaf space Q is Hausdorff. 
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Let '3 be a foliation of a riemannian manifold M with all 
leaves oompact. Set J)J. to be the distribution of vectors orthogonal 
to the leaves. Let L be a leaf of 'j and let N(L) = .Ifl L be 
the normal bundle of L in M. Let D<1(L) C N(L) be a q-disk 
sub-bundle of N(L) such that <p: D<1(L) -+ M (where q> = eXpID(L» 
is well-defined and is a diffeomorphism onto an open neighbourhood of 
L in M; moreover, we assume that the restriction of <p to the 
zero-section of L in D~L) is the inclusion of L in 11{. An 
open tubular neip',hbol1.rhood UL of L in 11 is the image of 
(Such nei~~bourhoods always exist because L is 
closed in M; see, for example (BR; p. 303).) Thus there is a 
well-defined projection ttL: UL -+ L induced from bundle projection 
in D~L) • 
1.2 Remark: Condition 4) of Theorem 1.1 gives us a saturated 
tubular neighbourhood of a leaf L in M; furthermcre, t:1.e epi-
morphism ~ : Tt1L -+ G defines the holonolf(Y' group ~(T(1L) = G . 
Converse~, given a saturated tubular nei~hbourho0d of a leaf one can 
show thd ~he holononrr group ~(Tt1L) is fir:.itej more generally, the 
following proposition is true: 
1.3 Proposition 
Let p: E -+ B be a differentiable bundle over a ccmpact 
manifold B • Further assume there exists a foliation '3- of E 
with compact leaves transverse to the fibres. Then the foliation 
1- has finite holonomy. 
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Proof: See (1m; p.38) and (E2; 'rl1m3 1 8: 2) • 
In faot, Corollary 2 -of our main theorem, Theorem E , in 
§ 2 generalises this result. 
2.0 Statement of the theorem 
Let J be a p-dirnen.&ional codimension q foliation of 
M with tangent distribution V ( thus p+q=n where n= dimM). The 
olassical Frobenius Theorem for invvlutive distributions states tr~t 
there exist q independent one-forms 8 1 ' ••• , 9 q defined locally 
on 14 with Dm:: {XE: TrJ.1: ej(X) - 0 for 1 ~ j ~ q} such that 
d OJ:: E~1 Skj.A. e k for some choice of' one-forms G>kj Let 
Wx be that subspace of T~ spanned by 6 1, ••• , E7q • Wx has dim-
ension q, and there exists a global~ def'ined locally decomposable 
q-form e on M suoh that am oorresponds to Wm u.nder the natural 
oorrespondenoe bet\reen q-<ii!nensional subspaces of' TJt! and deoompos-
able q-f'o~~ on T M which are defined up to a scalar factor. 
. :!ll . Loc-
ally, we can find a flat neighbourhood U ~ Ux x Uy of' m so that 
e:: dy1A •.• AdYq; the integrability of the distribution D implies 
that de is a multiple of e. 
Now, let n be a locally decomposable p-form on M with 
SL,A e non-zero everywhere. Constructing suoh forms is easy; for 
example, put a riemannian metric on M and let ~ be a p-form 
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corresponding to that set of one-forms which are zero on the ortho-
J.. 
gonal distribution D . However, we oan construct ..n.. in a more 
precise fashion: given a riemannian metric on II! , the restriction 
of this metric to a leaf L defines a volwne form for L; specif-
ioally, let w 1 ' •.• ,t..)p be local orthonormal one-foms defined 
in an open set U of M such that for each leaf L the forms 
c..) i Iu n L form an orthonormal basis for the cotangent bundle 
T*(un L) . Then the volur::e form CVL of L is given by wLlu n L 
= t..)1 A "'I\t..)p lun L; moreover, w L is independent of the choice 
of the { Wi} Clearly, the p-f'orm n defined locally by 
.Q = w1 /'. .•• 1\ l,;)p' is globally defined such that nIL = 0 L for 
each leaf' L; furthermore, Sl.A, e f. 0 on M. Conversely, given 
a looally decomposable p-form _fl..... with SlA® f. 0 on M we can 
construct a riemannian metric for M so that, for each leaf L of 
M, S2.1 L is the volume form with re,gpect to the induced metric on L • 
Let U ~ U
x 
x Uy be a flat r.eighbourhood in 11, and 
Tty U .... Uy projection. Let X be a vector field on Uy and define 
the ortho&onal lift X of X to U to be the (unique) vector field 
. L 
in U such that ~E Dm and fCyrl-m = X ITym at m E U. Given e. 
~ ~~ 
locally decomposable p-fonn ..) L on 11 with ~® f. o. we set d.) 
to be the distribution of vectors such th2.t Sl .corresponds to the 
subspace of one-foms in T~ which are zero on nl.; that is, 
<f)..L = Jl } ( J t· b X) o-..x { X E TxfJ : X.J = 0 where X . is contrac J.on y . 
2.1 Definition 
Let e be a locally decomposable q-form on M which defines 
~, 
a foliation"J of M. 1- will be called a g-foliation if 
there exists a locally decomposable p-form Jl on :M (p+q=n) such 
that 
1 ) .n. ,,® I- 9 everywhere on M 
2) for any flat neighbourhood U = Uxx Uy and vector 
field X on Uy , we have lin = o . , 
... 
where X is the orthogonal lift of X to U (defined by Jl as 
above) and Lxst denotos the Lie derivative of 5L by X • 
Theorem E 
Let 11 be a connected COO :nanifold, and let 1 be a 
smooth foliation of M such that each leaf is compact. 
a g-foliation then J has finite holonQ~. 
Corollary 1 
If J is 
Let M. be a co~ected riemannian manifold together with a 
foliation 3- on :M such that each lent is compact and totally 
geodesic in M. Then '3 has finite holonomy; moreover, 
llQ : 11 -. Q is a V-bundle with structure group a Lie group of 
isometries of the fibre (= leaf) • 
(For the definition of a V-bundle, see §4) 
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2.2 Remark: If' the flow fA : Ie. x M - U of Theorem A, Chapter I 
is at least C2 , then by Remark 3 there, we have Theorem A as 
a special case of this Coroll~. In this case, a g-flow is a 
one-dLiensional g-folintion. 
Corollary; 2 
Let M be a connected riemannian manifold together with an 
R-folia tion ~1' Further assume that the distribution of vectors 
orthogonal to the leaves of "1-1 is integrable and defines a foliation 
J 2 of M such that each leaf of j- 2 is compact. 
iation J 2 has finite holononw. 
Then the fol-
(For the definition of an R-foliation, see S4.) 
2.3 Remark: If t.~e leaves of an R-foliation are closed in M 
then it follows tlk~t the foliation has finite holono~; see (n2). 
~.4 Remark: Given a g-foliation 1 we obtain an e.quivalent 
fonnulet:i.on of condi ticns 1) and 2) of the definition: becaUSe 
JlA ® I 0 and Jl. is locally decomposable, there exists a riemann-
ian metric on M such that i) Sl [L = wL ' the volume fonn of the 
induced metric on a leaf L, and ii) the distribution of vectors 
on which Jl is zero 1f is orthogonal to the leaves. Let 
U :: Ux x Uy be a flat neighbourhood in M with mE Uy and. 
tS : [O,1J -u y a path with 0(0) = m • There exists a neighbour-
hood V of m in Sm = (slice through m) such thn. t the unique 
orthogonal lift O""b: [O,1J - U of 5", defined by requiring 
6"b(O) = b and Tfy 0 ISb = r:5', exists for each bE: V (where 
rr y : U ... Uy is projection) moreover, the map h: V.... S 5( 1 ) 
defined by h(b) = c::Tb (1) is a diffeomorphism onto its image (v/here 
s ~( 1) = slice through cr--( 1) ). Condition 2) is equivalent to 
requiring thD.t the map h preserves the volume form of the leaves; 
th(it is, if L is the leaf through mandL' the leaf through 
(5"(1) then h*(wL,lh(V)) = wLIV. 
3.0 ~roof of the theorem 
The constructions leading up to the proof of Proposition 3.1 
is due to (E2). These follow: 
~ open covering of a leaf L has a refinement { U1 ' ••. ,UI; } 
wi th the following properties: 
a) Ui is open and connected for each i 
b) for each i, L - V U· has non-empty interior in. L • ~i J 
Let UL be a tubular neighbourhood of L with projection TtL: UL .... L 
such that the foliation is transverse to the normal disks in the tub-
ular neighbourhood. There is a covering { V 1 , ••• , VN} of L by 
flat neighbourhoods whose product structure is given by rei x I( L 
where IT i : Vi -+ V; is projection. We ma:y assume: c) for each 
slice S of Vi the projection n:: L : S.... LS sends the volume form 
of L restricted to TlLS to the volume form of S multiplied by a 
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continuous function nearly equal to one; d) the covering { L n V 1 , • 
•• ,L n VN} satisfies conditions a) and b) above, and in particular 
the leaf L intersects each vj in only the one slice; e) there is 
an e > 0 such that if P is any tll1ion of slices of V 1 , ••• , VN 
~ingin some leaf of the foliation, then the volume of P is increased 
by at least t > 0 if we adjoin to P another slice. 
Define the volurne ftUlction ~ : 11- IR by ~m = (volume 
of the leaf through m ) for each m E: 11 • 
NO\v let A be a saturated set in M with ~ A bOtll1ded; 
rund let L be a leaf of A. Let the volume function be bounded 
by c on An UL • Let T 1 :> T 2 be open tubuleor neighbourhoods 
of L such that 
f) 1 2 N 01 T 1 C V U V 'J... U V C UL 
g) if P is the cOJU1ected \mion of [cis] + 2 slices 
of V 1 , ••• , vN and if P n T 2 ;i ,,> then P C T 2 " 
We claim that the saturation of An T2 is cont~oined in UL • Let 
P beoa leaf whjch meets A nT2 . Let k be the maximum integer such 
that there is a connected tll1ion S of t t 1 · f V·1 ,~'i k dis inc s lces 0 , ••• ,v 
inside P • By our construction, -we have 
Hence k~ [C/E] + 1 , so S CT1 • Since k is maximal, S meets 
no other slice of V1, ••• ,VN . ~nis means that S is closed in P 
by condition f) for T1 and T2 • Since S is open in P by 
construction, we have S = P and P C T1 • Thus we have proved 
~l 
3.1 Proposition 
Let A C M be a saturated set such that ~ A is locally 
bounded. Then eaoh leaf of A has arbitarily SI:'Dll saturated 
neighbourhoods in A (with respect to the induced topolgy). 
The foll~ving lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 
-
Let L be a leaf in M and Ur., {V1 , ••• ,VN} be as above. 
Then there is an E. > 0 such that aIliY leaf coming wi thin ll. distonce c-
of L intersects each Vj non-t~lvially. 
3.3 Proposition (cf. Proposition 2.1 , Chapter I) 
The volume function :!21 : 1l -IR is lower semi-continuous. 
:Moreover, if A eli then the set of points of continuity of Y.21 A 
is open and dense in the induced topology on A • 
Proof: Given 'I > 0 , Lemma 3.2 shows that any leaf sufficiently 
near a fixed leaf L in M has volume > (volL - 11 ) • This proves 
lcp.ler semi-continuity. 
If ~ is contir:uous at some point m of A then it is 
continuous nt all points of the leaf L through m :~ i thout loss 
of generality, vre rrAy assu:;.e that A is saturated in M then 
there is a neighbourhood 1{ of L in }.I such that !.9lJ,1il A is 
bounded. By Proposition 3.1 '.1e may assume ',J fl A is saturated and 
that \'[ fl A 
as above. 
projection ; 
is contained in some tubular neighbourhood U
L of L 
If L C "iT fl A 
o , then is a covering 
it follows from condition c) above tnat, for L 
o 
sufficiently near L volL is close to an integral multiple of 
o 
volL but !21 is continuous at L So for each Lo C "J ,j .\. 




there is some neighbourhood 'NI of L such that wIn A is saturated, 
ltLI Lo : Lo .... L is [' diffeo·~orphi.sm for ee,ch Lo in:." fl A and 
moreover, !.~~lJ/ I fl A is continuous. 
Tr~t the pOints cf continuity of vol A are dense in A foll-
ems from Lemr,:.a 2.2 cf Chapter I • 
As in Chapt(;r I , § 4 define 
B = {t!lE"M 1 ~ is not continuous at m} • 
B1 is a saturated, olosed nanhere dense subset of M·. 
Let 'J be a g-foliation and e a connected component of 
M-B
1 
Then volle is constant. 
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Proof: vol : M --+ IR is continuous on 0 • It follows directly 
from the proof of Proposition 3.3 that about any point in 0 there 
exists a flat neighbourhood U such that any leaf intersecting U 
non-trivially does so in only one slice that is, the foliation is 
regular. Acoording to (P1 ; Oorol. 4 p. 21) the restriotion of n:, 
to 0 (where T"CQ M _ Q is the quotient map onto the leaf space 
Q) induces on 0 the structure of a locally trivial bundle over a 
differentiable manifold IT.QO wi th fibre a leaf in O. Because eae 
leaf is cor.-:pact, the distribution !flo of vectors orthogonal to tr. 
leaves defines a connection on 0 (see (EH; p.36» ; thus for each 
path 0- in TtQO Dnd point m E: 1LQ\:~:)( 0) there exists a uniqt:.e 
orthogonal lift elm of through m. Furthermore, the l'llrj.pping 
h : llQ\J(o) --+rrQ\:~·(1) defined by m .... <rm( 1) is a diffeoI:lorphism 
The discussion of Remnl'k 2.4 implies that h is volume preserving . 
This completes the proof. 
Define the set K C l! by 
K = t m E: 1.r: vol is not locally bounded at m} 
K is cl03ed and sa tura ted in 1.1; moreover, 
we assume K F ~ and prove a contradiction. 
of M-K ; then !£!ID is locally bounded. 
In the proo1 
Let D be a component 
?rom Theorem 1.1 we ha~ 
the local model, Oondition 4), for the foliation near a leal' LCD 
It is inunediate from this model situation that theholononw of L is 
non-trivial if and only if' L C B1 ; that is, !2! is not cont:inuous 
at L. 
Using the notation of Theorem 1.1 , the map r 1. x Dq - L ~ 
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is a covering projection ; thus the foliation of L x Dq by the lel 
L x {d1 will also be a g-foliation with the lifted metric from 
By Lemma 3.4 VOl, the volume function on L x DI 
is cons tant , ,-...J. say vol = c • Now r is a riemannian oovering wi tl 
each leaf L x \d} covering a leaf r(L x {d\ ) , so each leaf in 
rJ 
L x GDq has volume clk where k ~ 1 is an integer. Note that 
if and only if r(L x td}) has trivial holonomy. Tlrus we have pl 
Let K = {m E: H: vol is not locally bounded near m} 
Let D be a component of l.:-K. Then there exists c> 0 such tl' 
for each leaf LinD we h'3ve !2l L = clk, where k ~ 1 is at 
integer (depending on L) ; and !2!L = c if and only if L C D-B1 
where B1 =! m E: 1.l: vol is not continuous at m} 
Now consider such a component D. Because vol is l~rer 
semi-continuous VIe have !2!tbdyD E> c and int (clD) = D • 
By Proposition 3.3, there is a relatively open dense set 
points in bdyD w-hel'e the volume function is continuous ; let W b 
a connected open set in M such that !9111,'Tn bdyD is continuous. 
Without loss of generality we may assume Wn bdyD is saturated. 1'i 
voll'i[ncl D is locally bounded ; so by Proposition 3.1 we may assu 
vr()clD is saturated and, by taking W smaller, that ~1'J()Cl r 
is bounded there. Let L be a leaf of -:-h bdyD; we may further 
assune that there exists a tubular neighbourhood Ur. of L and a 
covering of L by flat neighbourhoods {VI, •• ,VN} satisfying con 
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ditions 0) - e) of the proof of Proposition 3.1, together with 
ol(WrlolD)C V1U ••• uvNC\. We alao Msune that the volume of e: 
leaf in W rI olD is olose to 811 integral multiple of volL; that i: 
~L N d./k where k ~1 is an integer. 
Let Do be the transverse disk of UL through some point 
m EL • then 'we w~y find another open transvers~ 
disk D1 C Do such that m E D1 ' clD1 C Do and cl(Wn clD) n Do 




Clearly, D1r1 '.V ()clD is invariant under h 2nd 
separates the sets 
1* D n'" D t"'\ .,' : 1'" -+ 1 f I ,/ constructed belau is well-d~ 
It(x) = x for xE{D1 rlW) - D 
= hex} for xE Dl (~rI w) . 
h--I DIl (~() W) is pointwise periodic because each leaf is compact an: 
intersects D1 only finitely many times ; thus h'* is pointwise pE 
iodic on D1 rlW • By li:ontgomery's Theorem (Theorem B of Chapte! 
h* has finite period (in fact, it is easy to see that h"* will! 
period at most k, where k is the integer defined at the end of 
preceding paragrDph ) • However, h* is the identity on the intel: 
set D1 rI ',,[ - olD (which is non-empty because y& is locally unbot 
at bdyD); thus by Newman's Theorem (Theorem 5.1 , Che.pter I) Vi 
have h* = id • Since this is true of all such holonorrw maps h I 
resenting elements of ~ (Tt 1L), it folloVis from the construction 
h* that we nrust have volL = c (where c > 0 is as in Lemma. 3.5 ; 
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that is, Y2lID-:a, = c ) • 
Recall that K = {m E: M : vol is not locally bounded neal 
and assume K = ~. Let m E: K such that there is a neighbourho( 
W of m in M with vollW n K continuous. 'We have see above, 
for each point x E: bdyDi n W where Di is a component of M - K 
with vOllDi - B1 = ci' that volx = ci • 
w : W - IR by 
Define the function 
w(y) = ci if Y E: clDi nw 
=!2ly if y E: IV n K 
The function w is clearly continuous and Y.2.!::::;; w on 71. Thus 
vol is locally bounded on W and in particular vol is locally 
bounded in a neighbourhood of mE: K But this contradicts the 
~pothesi3 that K is non-empty (because points of continuity of 
!2! K are dense in K). Hence vol is locally bounded on M. 
By Theorem 1.1 th~ foliation '1 has finite holonoiI'\Y and. the pro' 
of Theorem E is complete. 
4.0 The proof of the corollaries 
Let 11 be a riemannian manifold and let 
f: (-€-,E.) x [0,1]'-M 
be a smooth map such that for each a E: (- E. , E..) the curve t a ( t) = 
t(a,t) is a geodesic parametrised by arc-length. The function f 
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is called a one-parameter family of geodesics in M. The vector 
field Wa defined by Wa(t) = ~f/~a(a,t) is called a Jacobi fie 
along the geodesic fa. As well, define the tangent vector fiel 
Ta along fa by Ta(t) = ¢f/at(a,t); and for each tE [0,1J 
define the curve ft : (- E , € ) - M by ft(a) = f(a,t) • The fol 
lowing lemma is olassical (see, for example, (HI; 10.2); cf. Lam 
3.2 of Chapter I) . 
Let the function f and vector fields Wa and Ta be as 
the preGedL~ paragraph. Then the ilmer product ("a(t), Ta(t» 
is constant along the geodesic faCt) • 
!"et u:: Ux x Uy be a flat neighbourhood. in M with 
T"Cy : U"" Uy projection, such that cl U is contained within some 
open convex ball of' M. Let 
6" : (-e., 1+£.) ..... U Y for some € > 0 
Further assume that each slice of Uy is 
totally geodesic in M. 
Let V be a neighbourhood of m in 
1t;1 cr(0) = (slice through m) such that, for each point b EV l 
the orthogonal lift O"b: (- €, 1 + E.) - U of 0- through b can 
be defined. (The orthogonal lift is that unique curve through b 
which is orthogonal to the slices of U and which projects onto OJ 
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by Tly .) We shall show directly that the map h: V -4 Tt ;\:,( 1) 
defined by h(b) = O'""b(1) is an isometxy (cf. (HE» • 
Let b I m be in V; because the slices are totally geodes 
there exists a unique (minimal) geodesic "Yo: [0,8J - M lying 
within the slice Tt;\:5-(O) such that 'Yo(O) = m and -Yo(~) = b 
(with pararnetrisation by arc-length). MOreover, for eaoh 
a E (- c" 1 + E), there exists a unique geodesic segment Y a (para-
metrised by arc-length) which minimises distance between OIm(a) 
olearly, for eaoh a, the geodesio "'1l"a will lie 
in the (totally geodesio) slice Tt:;1 <J'( a) . 
the unit initial vector of the geodesic ~. Define a one-paramet, 
family of geodesics f in U by f(a,s) = expsXa (for a E (- £ ,1 
and appropriate s > 0) Because the curve foe a) = CJ m( a) is 
orthogonal to each veotor Xa and because each tangent field WaCs) 
df/3a(a,s) along tho geodesic fa(s) is a Jaoobi field it follows 
from Lemma. 4.1 that each path fS(a) (for fixed s> 0) is also 
orthogonal. In particular the curve fE> coincides with IS b 
the segment £'1(s) defined on [O,~ ooincides with ~ 1 • Tha~ 





Let M be a riemannian oanifold with a foliation :r of 
M by totally geodesio leaves. Then J is a g-foliation. 
Proof: Inmediate from the preoeding paragraph and Remark 2.4 . 
Using Proposition 4.2 and Theorem E the first part of 
the statement of Corollary 1 has been provedj th~t is, the fo1-
iation has finite holonomy. It remains to shO\v that the quotient 
TLQ : M - Q has the struoture of a V-bundle with group 3. Lie group 
of isometries of the fibre. The following definition of a V-manif 
(originally due to Satake (S)) oomes from (BA) • 
4.3 Definition 
By a local uniformizing structure (l.u.s.) {u,G,<f } for 
N 
an open subset U of a Hausdorff spaoe B we rne~ a oollection of 
the following objects: 
U :" a conneoted open neighbourhood of the origin in [Rn; 
G a finite group of Ceo transformations of U 
,.. 
c:::p : a continuous map of U onto U, suoh that 'f 0 g = Cf 
for all g E: G and such that the induced map of U/G '" onto U is a 
homeomorphism. 
Let { U,G,'f } and { U' , G' , cpl } be l.u.s. 's '" for U and 
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UI respectively such that U C U
' 
; by an injection of (U,G,Cf} 
into (U' ,G' , Ifl } we mean a COO isomorphism A of U onto 
A(U) C U' such that for any g E: G 
the relations Ao g = g' 0 A and 
there exists g' E: G' satifyin 
'f=~'o\. Then a C 00 
V-manifold shall consist of a connected Hausdorff space B and a 
family ~ of l.u.s.'s for open subsets of B satis~ing the 
following conditions: 
i) If {U,G,q'} { U' ,G' , 'PI} E: U3 and U = 'fU is 
contained in lI' = 'f'U' , then there exists an injection of {U,G" 
into lU' ,G' ,er'} 
ii) The open sets U, for which there exists a l.u.s. 
t U, G, Cf } E: ~, form a basis of the open sets in B • 
By a V-bundle E over B with group H and fibre F we 
mean that there is given for eaoh l.u.s. {U,G, Cf} E: tB a bundle 
Eu over U with group H and fibre F together with an anti-iso-
morphism hU of G onto a group of b~~le maps of Eo onto itself 
suoh that if b lies in the fibre over x E: U, then hu(g)b lies 
in the fibre over g-1x for g E: G; and moreover, if A is an 
injection, A: {U,G, Cf I .... {U' ,G', <fl{ , then we are given a 
bundle map ').'*: Eo' I 'A(U) -. F'U satis~ing the requirements tht3.t if 
g E: G and g' is the unique element of G' such that ?. 0 g = g' c 
then hU(g) oA~= A.,;f(0hu,(g'), and if A: {U,G,q:>} - lU',G' 
and A' : {U',G',<f'} .... IU",G",~" I are injections, then 
( A 0 A') = 'A'* 0 A ~. This completes the definition. 
Reoall the model situation of Condition 4) , Theorem 1.1 • 
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That is , given a leaf L of M there ex is ts a tubular neighbourhoo 
l1:L of L suoh that Ur, == L xG Dq (where q = codim.; Dq is an 
open disk transverse to the leaf L; 
,.., 
and L is a covering of L 
corresponding to the kernel of the holono1I\Y epimorphism ~: 
The natural action of ~(Tt 1L) = G on L x Dq is given by 
'" ,.. -1 g( 2 , d) = ( 1. g , gd) 
,.., "" 
where g E G, R ELand d E Dq 
,.J 
L ~ Dq is the quotient of 
,.. 
L x Dq by this action. 
From Theorem 1.1 wo know that the leaf space Q is Hausdor:l 
Moreover, about any leaf L of Q we can find an open set U con-
taining the point L E Q with l.u.s. given by (Dq,G, "1CQ) where 
Dq is a transverse disk as above and TrQ: 11 -. Q is the quotient 
mapping; so TC~q = U • Let L' be another leaf in the tubular 
neighbourhood L >u. Dq and let D' C Dq be a transverse q-disk 
through L' which is invariant under the holonorrw group G 1 of L I 
then a l.u.s. containing L' E Q is given by (D' ,G', TCQ) • 
Because the finding of an injection A of (D' G' , , 
into (D,G, \L Q) will be sufficient tc show that Q is a V-manifold; 
however, the injection A : D' C Dq is clearly an injection of l.u. 
Over the l.u.s. (Dq,G, l1.Q) we have a product bundle L x Dq 
-. Dq given by projection onto the second factor. Define the anti-
isomorphism ~q of G onto a group of bundle maps of Lx Dq as 
the inverse of the natural action of G on Lx Dq; that is, for 
,... ,.., 1 
g E G we set ~q(g)( 1. ,d) = ( i g,g- d). Clearly the necessazy 
injection maps A ~ exist for this construction to define in M the 
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structure of a V-bundle over Q • However, we have not yet specif: 
the structure group H of this bundle; in fact, we will show that 
the group H is a Lie group of isometries of a fibre L. 
In (BA) , the tangent bundle TB of a V-manifold B is 
defined as the collection of tangent bundles TU over each l.u.s. 
(U,G, <tJ) where the bundle map hu(g) for g EGis the inverse 
of the action induced on TU by the action of g on U Further-
more, a rieoannian metria for B assigns to each l.u.s. 
(U,G, <p) a metria in TU which is compatible with injection of lou. 
When B is paracompact, suoh a riemannian metric always exists. 
Choose some riemannian metric for the V-manifold Q . Furt}: 
assume that the open disk Dq of the l.u.s. (Dq,G:7LQ) is geodes-
ioally convex with respect to this metric. The collection of such 
convex l.u.s. form a basis for the Open sets of Q. Recall that th 
product bundle LX Dq over Dq bas cO'lIpact totally geodesic leaves 
in the metric induced from M. (Note: the metric on nq obtained 
from the riemannian metric for the V-manifold Q will not coincide 
in general with the metric induced from M by the inclusion Dq C 11 • 
Because' the fibres of Tt: L x Dq - Dq are compact, the 
distribution of vectors orthogonal to the fibres defines a connection 
(see (EH) ).. In particular, parallel translation of the fibre along 
a curve 0- in Dq defines a diffeomorphism h: TC -1 a-( 0) -+ rf 1 c5" ( 1 




L = . Let H be the Lie group of is orne tries of L and for 
,.. 
n -1(d) dE: Dq let Hd be the set of isoreetries of L onto 
Define the set E to be the point-set union of a.ll Hd for d E: Dq 
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and let p: E -+ Dq be the map Ha. H d • H acts in an obvious w~ 
on E on the left. In the paragraph below we give the set E the 
COO manifold structure of a (trivial) principal H-bundle over Dq 
Because the open disk Dq is convex in the metric induced 
from Q there exists an unique minimal geodesic CJd in Dq from 
do to each point d of Dq. Thus we have well-defined isometries 
ha. from L = T{-1(do) to rC\d) obtained by parallel translation 
along the path CT""d. We define a section SDq: Dq-+ E by 
Use this section and the left action of H on 
E to define an isomorp~ism E = H x Dq in turn, this isnmorphism 
defines the cF manifold structure on E (which is induced from tha 
on H x Dq). Cle1'...rly the bundle n:: L x Dq -+ Dq is an associated 
H-bundle of p : E -+ Dq • 
Now let A : (D' ,G', TrQ) -+ (Dq,G, TtQ) be the inclusion injec· 
tion of a geodesically convex l.u.s. (D' ,G', TtQ) into t:r.e l.u.s. 
(Dq,G, n Q). Construct t!:16 principal H-bundle p' : E' -+ D' and 
some section ~, : D' -+ E' as above. There is a natural inclusion 
E' C E j furthermore, it follows from our constructions that the map 
g : D' -+ H defined by 
for d E: D' 
Thus ~he bundle E I is an H-subbundle of E; so the i..'1.-
elusion L x D' C L x Dq is an H-bundle morphism. Because the bundJ 
map corresponding to the injection 
" : D' C Dq is defined to be the inverse of the inclusion L x D' C 
it is clear that 'A* is an H-bundle map. Furthermore, 
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because the group G = ~(T(1L) acts as a group of isometric covering 
translations for the riemannian covering L x nq -+ L xG nq and preset 
the product bundle structure L x nq -+ nq , it will act as a group of 
H-bundle morphisrns on the bundle Lx Dq; thus the anti-isomorphisII 
group tnq is an H-bundle transformation group with respect to the 
isometry group H and bundle rr: L x nq -+ nq • So finally, we ha 
shown that the V-bundle TtQ: M -+ Q has structure group a Lie group 
of isometries of a fibre. This completes the proof of Corollary 1 • 
4.4 Remark: We now use Theorem 3.6 of Chapter I (due to 3. Vilm 
to prove the converse to Corollary 1 : namely, given a foliated 
manifold M and quotient ltQ: M -+ Q which is a V-bundle with 
group H a Lie group of isometries of the fibre, then there exists a 
riemannian metric on 11 such that each leaf of the folaition is total 
geodesic in M. 
Observe that associated to the V-bundle M with group H 
there is an associated principal V-bundle P with group and fibre H 
Precisely, let (U,G-, cr) be a l.u.s. for the open set U C Q • 
Then we have a bundle Mu over U which defines the V-bundle struct 
,., 
of Mover U. Let Pu be the associated principal H-bup~le of 
Mo over U. Using the mapping trans forma tions defined by the bundl 
map hUe g) : Mu ~ 1\)- for each g E G it follows from (ST; lemr::J.a. 2.6 
that we have a well-defined anti-isomorphism hp,u of G onto a 
group of bundle maps of Pu onto itself. Clearly the bundle maps 
hp, U( g) : Pu -+ Pu will comnrute with injection of 1. u. s. 's . 
Recall th2t a connection on a principal H-bundle rr P-B 
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assigns to P a q-dimensional distribution .D (where dimB = q) 
such that the distribution 1) is invariant under left-translation 
by elements of H and 1(* l)p = TrcpB for eaoh pEp. Let 
(U.G,Cf') be a Lu.s. for the open set U C Q and let 
- U be the assooiated prinoipal V-bundle to the bundle TIU: Mu ... 
U with structure group H. It is easily seen thr,.t on Pu we can 
find a connection suoh that the horizontal distribution ~ is 
invariant under the anti-isomorphism aotion hp,u of the finite group 
G on Pu . lmre over , using a looally finite covering { u· ~ ~, of 
the V-manifold Q and a partition of unity subordinate to this cov-
ering (see (BA; p.865)) it is quite straighforward to construct a 
'connection' for the whole principal V-bundle P over Q which is 
compatible vtith injection of l.u.s.'s. (See (BAj p.865) where a 
similar construction defines a riemannian metric in the tangent bundle 
to a V-manifold.) 
In the usual way, the' connection' on P induces a I connec-
tion I on the assocj.ated V-bundle TtQ: M ... Q that is, e:.>.oh 
connection ~ on the principal bundle Pu induces a connection 
on the H-bundle Mu over U (where (U,G, q') is a l.u.s. for &"1. 
open set UC Q ) • Choosing a riemannian metrio for the V-ruanifold 
Q fixes a G-invariant metric for the open set U. By Theorem 3.6 
of Chapter I we can find a natural riemannian metric for the total 
'" spaoe Mu of the bundle over U such that each fibre L of IDa is 
totally geodesic with respect to this metric. Furthennore, this 
metrio will be invariant under the anti-isomorphism action hu of G 
on lrfu' j and moreover, this construction gives a well-defined riemanJ 
ian metric for the whole manifold M such th2.t each leaf' of M is 
totally geodesio. This completes the proof of the converse to Coroll~ 
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4.5 Remark: A parallel foliation on a riemannian n~ifold M is 
suoh that the distribution D tangent to the leaves is invariant 
under parallel translation; equivalently, for X E: Dx then 
'VyX E: Dx for every Y E: T~, where 'V is the Levi-Civita 
oonnection of the metric. Obviously, a parallel foliation has total] 
geodesic leaves. (Note: if D is a distribution tangent to the 
leaves of a foliation, then the leaves are totally geodesic if and on] 
if, for any X, Y E: l\ we have \l yX E: :Dx ; this is precisely 
the oondition that the second fundamental form of eaoh leaf be zero.) 
Let M be a riemannian n-manifold with a p-dimensional 
folia tion j 1 • Locally, we may find a flat neighbourhood U:: 
Ux x Uy in M and one-forms w1,.", Wp on U such that 
{ W W• dy dy I (p+q-n) is a base for ti.e cotangent space 1'·'" p' 1"'" qJ -
~U with dual base 1 ~~x1'.·. ,dfo~,V1'" ,Yq J 
4. 6 Definition 
~ is called an R-foliation if about every point of M 
.)1 
there exists a flat neighbourhood U:: Ux x Uy as above with the metr: 
on U given by 
A manifold M with an R-foliation is said to have a 'bundle· 
like' metric. Such manifolds were introduced in (R1) equivalent 
oharacterisations are given in (PA) and (VR; p.186). (In (VR) 51 
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foliated lruanifolds M are called Reinhart spaces .) The following 
two prOpositions appear in (R1); the proofs are quite straightforwal 
. 4.7 Proposition 
The following statements are equivalent: 
1) as2 is bundle-like; 
2) any two orthogonal curves in U with the carne projection 
under TCy U -0 Uy have the same length 
3) any two orthogonal vectors with the sarre projection ha'Te 
the sarre length. 
4.8 Proposition 
Let (M, :t1 ) be an R-foliated ~ifold. Then a geodesio in 
M is orthogonal to a leaf at one point if and only if it is orthogonal 
at every point. 
Examples of R-foliations are given in (R1); however, on 
. the total space of a locally trivial fibration' p : E - B we can alway 
oonstruct a rien~nnian metric such that the foliation of E by 
fibres F is an R-foliation. Speoifically, take a trivialisation 
of E, t"ti: p-1(Ui ) -0 Uix F 1 where t uil is a locally finite 
oover of B and {<f i l is a partition of unity subordinate to { Ui 
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Give B and F riemannian metrics, and put a metric on p-1(U) 
induced by "'+ i from the product metric On Ui x F; then a bundle-
like metric for E is obtained by piecing together the metrics on 
P-\Ui) via the partition of unity {9'i} Moreover, given a 
distribution .D in E transverse to the fibres we L1ay ensure that 
the bundle-like metric is such that :D is orthogonal. 
Now, let 11 have an R-foliation j. 1 such that the distrib-
ution of vectors orthogonal to the leaves of 3 1 is integrable and 
defines a foliation 1 2 • It is immediate fror.. Pr~osition 4.3 
that the leaves of J 2 are totally geodesio in 11:. Corollary 2 
now follows directly from Corollary 1 • 
5.0 Nullity foli:>tions 
This section contains a brief summary of the main properties 
of the so-called I nullity folia tior.8 ' of' riemannian manifolds; 
proofs, in most cases, will be omitted. The ideas inherent here 
were first -introduced by Chern and Kuiper (C-K) where they obtained 
theoreIT2 on isometric immersions of manifolds in flat euolidean space. 
The presentation here is due to D. Ferus (F). 
Let M be a rieID6nnian manifold with Levi-Civita connection 
~; and let ~ be a vector bundle over M with a covariant deriv-
ative \j"Yl For each integer p~ 0 denote by J\P('r1) the bund.: 
of (alternating) p-forms on M with values in "1 . Then the 
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covariant derivatives \1 and. V'tl induce a covariant derivative 71 
on AP( YJ) by 
~~tJ(X1'···'Xp) = \7i(LJ(X1,···,Xp » - W("V;C1' ••• 'Xp ) - ••• 
- w(X1,···, V.z.p ) ; 
where wE r /\P( ~ ) = sections of I\P( 1)' and X, X1, ••• ,Xp are 
vector fields on M. 
Fix a vector bundle ~ over M with covariant derivative 
\]\. For p,q> 0 integers, we define the bundle of dO'..lble forrr.s 
of type (p,q) over M, "P"S), by I\p,q( ~) = AP( 1\ ~ ~» . 
The covariant derivatives \l and '\1 1 induce a covariant derivative 
v P ' q for I\P~ q as above. For a double fonn A E: r 1\ p, q( 1) we 
define A E: r 1\ p+1, q-\ s) and DA E: r "p+1, ~ 5) by 
5.1 Definition 
A double...;fonn A E r 1\ p,p( ~) is called a riemannian double 
~ of type (p,p) on M with values in ~ , if we have 
1) A* = 0 
2) DA = 0 
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for all vector fields x1,··.,Xp ' Y1 , •.. ,Yp on M. 
Now define the distribution J) on M by 
is called the nullity space of A at x 
of J)x .is called the index of nullity 
and the dimension 
of A at x. It is 
easy to see that the function r is upper-seIl'1icontil'luous. Thus the 
set Me where r attains its minimum is open in M. 
5.2 Theorem (Maltz; Abe; Clifton and Maltz; Gray; Felus) 
The distribution :D 0 = D IMo is integrable ar..d the integral 
manifolds of Do are totally geodesio in M. Moreover, if M is 
oomplete then the llla.'ltirnal integral manifolds of .D 0 are also com-
plete. 
Proof: See D. Ferus (F) and al~o Gray (G) • 
The foliation induced by 1)0 on Mo is known as the 
null~ foliation of M induced by A. 
Many examples of rien:annian double forms are given in (G) ; 
however, the following two examples are the most important historicall; 
5.3 Example: Let ~ be the trivial line bundle on M with its 
canonical connection. Let R be the rie~ian curvature tensor of 
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14; that is, R(X, Y)z = V'x "VyZ - 'Vy"XZ - \7[X,YJ Z for vector 
fields X, Y and Z on M. Then the double form A defined by 
is a riemannian double form on M, Condition 1) of the definition 
follows from the 1st. Bianchi identity; 2) follows from the 2nd. 
Bianchi identity and 3), which may be derived from 1), expres 
the symmetry of the components of the curvature tensor. Related to 
this double form we have the riemannian double form B defined by 
for a fixed constant k. First notice that B = 0 if and only if 
the manifold M has constant sectional curvature. Further, we have 
a riemaxulian double form given by the difference tensor A - B ; 
define the tensor field K of type (1,3) on M, regarded as a 
linear map ISt(X, Y) Tx11 ... T~ for X, YET;'! , by 
The tensor K measures how much the curvature of the space 
M differs from that of a space of constant curvature k. The index 
of nullity of K, /.J.. k' defined by 
fK(X) = dim i X E Ty}4: K(X,Y) = 0 for all Y E Ty}4 J 
corresponds to the index of nullity of the tensor A - B, and is 
called the k-nullity index of lit. 
Following Clifton and If.a.ltz (C-M) we call manifolds M such that 
fK > 0 is constant quasi-constant Curvature manifolds. From (C-M) 
we have the following examples: 
i) f k 0 h or = suc manifolds are product spaces of arbitary 
manifolds by locally flat manifolds; 
ii) spaces of recurrent curvature where V'R = R e ~, for 
some one-form ~ 
iii) riemannian homogenous spaces, symmetric spaces and Lie 
groups. 
5.4 Theorem 
Let M be a complete quasi-constant curvature manifcld with 
k>O and fk~ 2 • Then M has the structure of a V-bundle over 
a V-manifold Q with structure group a Lie group of isometries of the 
fibre. 
Proof: From Theorem 5.2 we know that M i.E. fcliated by totally 
geodesic leaves which are complete in the induced metric. By the 
Gauss equation (for submanifolds), each leaf has constant curvature 
k>O thus each leaf is compact. The theorem now follo'.vs directly 
from Corollary 1 • (Note that the foliation could have only the one 
leaf M, in which case Q = '*, a point.) 
5.5 Example: Let f: M -J Mk be an iso!:letric immersion of a riemann-
ian manifold M into a space Mk of constant curvature k. Let 5 
be the normal bundle to M in Mk endowed with the normal connection. 
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Then the second flll1damental form Sf of the ilmnersion f is a 
riemannian double form of type ( 1 , 1 ) with values in ~ Condition 
1 ) of the definition comes from the sym."'1etry of the tensor Sf' 
whilst 2) is the Codazzi-Mainardi equation. Let " be the index 
of nullity ofS then 'V (x) is known as the relative nullity 
~ of x E: M in Mk . 
5.6 Proposition (Chern-Kuiper) 
Let f : M - Mk be an isometric immersion of a riemannian 
manifold M into a space Mk of constant curvature k. Let 
JAk be the k-nullity index of M; let v be the relative nullity 
index of f, and let p be the codimer...sion of fell:) in Mk . Then 
for all x EM. 
If the ourvature k of Mk is greater than zero then the leave 
of the relative nullity foliation (with the dimension of a leaf ~ 2) 
will be complete and of constant sectional curvature k . , thus the 
leaves arc compact • Hence Corollary 1 applies to this situation as 
. well; that is, the relative nullity foliation of the immersed manifold 
M has finite holono~. 
Using Proposition 5.6 and Frankel's Theorem (FR) on inter-
seotions of totally geodesic submanifolds of a manifold of positive 
curvature, various authors have obtained rigidity theorems and non-
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isometrio immersion theorems for immersions of spheres in spheres, eto. 
(See, for example (OlN_S) and (A).) Moreover, the leaves of the 
relative nullity distribution are totally geodesic in the manifold Mk 
(OlN-S; Thm.I). 
Possibly, the results of this ohapter will further elucidate 
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